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for 1940 aims to portray vividly tlio ex-
|iori<>ii<'0!« of a class lliroujiliout its f«>iir
years a( \\>llesley rollege, to strike a note
of informality and case in recalling the in-
timate details whieh blend together lo form
the pattern of college days—a richness and
ivarmth «»f design with little somberness of
hue. Legenda is the serapbook i%'e have
been meaning to keep; it v%'ill refresh our
memories and bring to life again the ex-
periences Wit have shared here i%illi our




M. L II K E D H E L E ^ McAf E E
7x-^^O MIS«>i MeAFEE. who eaiiie io \Vell<'sl«'v
when 1940 was a froshinaii «*la»is an<l who has grown
with us inl«» knowledge of ihosse \V<'lleslev IradilionN
which Khali be our lifelong heritage, we dedieale our
Legenda. Her underslanding and humor, and her failli
in eullural edueaiiitn have inspired un Io seek broader
vision and a deeper appreeialion of fine living.
cadCHtic
wce^HOi^
was <»ur first inlrodu«*ti»n in the ;ilory of
Iho inl4'll<M*iual lifo. W«' slood in lii«' Frt'sii-
niaii Iranscpl, a^vod iiv liie t'oiorfui array
of gowns, liic quaint Fr«'n<*li caps, the ri<*ii-
ness of v«>lv4't and silit,. Wo wore to con-
tinue in our attitude of respect for tiie
knowledge of tiiose %%'iio ivere leading us
along the ^'royal road to learning**, but we
have come to know tlieiii as true friends,
ivarni-hearled suppi»rlers. interesting per-
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Professor Henry Raymond Mussey was a mature optimist with inspirational hope
and faith in our rising generation and in a workable American democracy, a man
who felt a keen enjoyment in living and working, whose lack of bitterness and prej-
udice, whose joyfidness, social acumen, and common sense set his students an ideal
in thinking things through honestly and sympathetically. He endeared himself as a
stimulating teacher and an exhilarating friend.
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rY^^^1HI^HHHHI ^^^11 t^miLu1 V 1. ::..m 1 1 .„iiil
The WelLESLEY Seal—"huipil vita naoa"
CM.n
at4tv)it^
an<l ii|M»n <«' villii^t' ;«r«'<>ii. IIm' \V<'lle»«loy
^irl kt'ops !«<o|i 1%'itli IIk' 'nidf' variety of
ai'iiviiy \%'liii'li ;£iv4'!>> lift' \\s »>|ii«'4'. W<> walk
io cliapol ill Hie iM'wiic^i^i of Ww day. io
ro4*eive a inoj^Najiio wlii«*li Mlri'ii^llieiiK us for
our ('«>miii;j laxkN. We ilasli in in flaN.s just
lM'for«> tlu' Im'II. \V«' ixtroll to tlM> Vil for
shopping, to tli«' \V«>II for a ('oiic: wo rush
to tlu' t'row lioiiNt' for a 1:10 oalliHit. We
stiitly in the lihe at night, or dance in Alum
of a Saturday—and cherish every fleeting
iniiiiit«> of a week at Wellesh'y.
WoncLf
On (I narrii sffiirifi Miin-
(tar ite paused at the
Infill mation Bureau to
ask for our lost fountain
pen. H e liurrirti iltnen
to the lake far Mr.
Pilley's eluss. eimdueled
out-of-doors in titerosnul
English manner, or u'enl
to n-ork joyously in our
10} HoUuiy experimen-
tal garden. Some Mon-
days provided breaks
from the usual ronlinr.
Snoir <uid bright sun-
shiiw tempted us to a
winter sun-bath, or ire
awoke in thefreshiwss of
a May Day morning to
pla\ "little sister" to
our lioop-rolliiig sen-
iors. U e canw home
front the morning'
s
round of classes hoping
to find letters in our
mailboxes, spent sunny
afternoons under the
cherry trees in Muiiger
court or listening to the
"Catch-two-three" of the
coxswains as we lolled
in the spoon -holders.
Late afternoon found us
droii'sy. Monday came
so inevitably iinil so
relentlessly upon the





With a snitftshot's end
icr rrctill the morning
H'h(*n jvi'rciwnrsrd in tlic
Grceli Tlwatrr for tlw
t il Jnnior skit in
Freshman \ nndcrillc.
We see onrselves once
(igain dnnesily jticking
onr nay down the Jire-
es<<ii>e ivith our "mlu-
ahlr orlicles" nlien the




bent timid freshmen to
their ingenious wills
iiilh eries of"A ir RaidTl
or the days of excitement
before Junior Show. We
rememlier playing the
piano, sitting in the sun
after lunch, ur donning
our Jlannel housecoats
to read triiial. amusing
magazine stories. These
ivere the possible hap-
penings of a W ellesley
neek-dav. But Tuesday
was not a W ellesley
Tuesday if it did not
close with the P^EW'S
editors' tceeklyexcursion
III Dedham to iirile head-
lines, read proof, and ar-
range the make up of
the paper.
l/Uecinedciict
At election time we
cheered new class officers
on the chapel steps, then
walked away under the
Jail foliage towards the
Libe or Founders. We
bought orange juice at
the "El" table for our
belated breakfast. In the
afternoon some of as
exercised our vocal tal-




used the 4:40 period to
practice"schneepfiugs^'or
'sitzmarks "' on Observa-
tory Hill. In the spring
as freshmen and sopho-
mores we cavorted about
in our old-fashioned
"chic alluring gym cos-
tome," striving with
determination for a place
on our class crew. As
dignified seniors we took
a half-hour off some
Wednesday afternoon to
press our gown, in prep-
aration for its public
appearance in chapel on
Thursday morning.
^hurAclciL^
In iittr srnior war
Thttrsilfiy was a dav set
apart, the day hp ivorc
uiir caps ami goiviis to
chapel and heard one of
our classmates lead the
service, tf efeltpleasant-
ly conspicuous in class
amongst those of lesser
academic status. At
lunch time ice discussed
the Free Press articles
or the neic policies of
the administration tte
had read about in the
News. Thursday after-
luion was free for class
meetings, for skating,
skiing, or long walks.
On a Thursday in
February we aicoke to
find the campus buried
in snow after the I nlen-
tine^s Day blizzard, and
on hectic Thursdays our
racations began. Some-
times we gathered before
bedtime to celebrate a
birthday, shrieking uith
laughter in the half-hour
before the ten o'clock
(juiet set in. We loved




\\ c began llie Jirst Fri-
day of the year ivith
rehearsals for the Fresh-
man I amleville skiIs.
feeling extraordinarily
earefree as weeanghl aft
im all the nens of the
past snmmer. It e set out
liriskly for Fridaychapel
or classes, glad of the
sunshine in the spring
which meant good
weather for the eientfnl
week-ends of that time of
the year. We fell ne
cttuld take time for sun-
bathing on the roof in-
reading ^'Life'\ we wan -
dered doivn to the village
and contemplated going
to the movies without too
much of a qualm. After
a late archery class we
might rush home to serve
Friday fish, if we icere
dinner waitresses in
Munger or i\t>rundfega.
W e set our hair in the
evenings and icrote the
family, letting them






On Saturday wp found
opportunity to enjoy our
favorite college recrea-
tinns. R e left earlv in




excursions. A more con-
spicuous weeklr exodus
ufis our departure on
thr 12:55 for the latest
plov of Sfintvan pre-
sented by the Theater
(Juild, or less preten-
tiously, for sightseeing
itr shopping on Tremont
Street. If we chose to




on Field Days, or canoe-
ing on Lake B aban. On
special Saturdays tve
went to Ham pmduc-
tions. Otherwise we ate
supper in an almost
empty dining room and
hurried uf}stuirs to dress
for an eight o'clock date.
At one o'clock we tip-
toed in, and stayed
awake for awhile to dis-





Sunday ivas our day of
worship and of con-
templation in the
pleasant society of our
friends. We went to
chapel together, and
walked home discussing
the sermon. IT e joined
Miss Clark for Sunday
dinner at the Outing
Club Cabin or to climb
Mt. Monadnock. Tak-
ing our cameras tve went
for long walks around
the campus, showing our





ffe disturbed the Sun-
day quiet of Green Hall
to show our friends the
Katherine Lee Bates
murals or to climb the
Toivei—up, up past the
carillon to the windy
platform on top. We
drank tea in our rooms
or cooked supper with
the help of other class-
mates at society vespers.
Later we remembered
that tomorrow was Mon-
day, and we had best be
prepared to resume
again our academic life.
The Houghton Memorial Chapel . . . "My soul doth magnify the Lord"
.^o,."--
^'^ .'• ji- N,
tho»ie ('xira-currk'ular aelivili«>N whi<>h fill
in the momenta of our dnys not occupied
i«ith academic i%'ork. |»rovidin)S| an outlet
for exprcNNion of «»ur abM»rbin{$ interests.
We have learned lo jot down appointments
on <»ur V. A. calendars, and to keep our
eves trained 4»n the Index Hoard before
our lt:40 classes, in order to maintain the
'''Wellesley stride" ii%'hich caught us up and
has si«'ept us along— into maj«»r organiza-
tions, into work on publications, into choir
and orchestra, into societies and sports.
^srrom the Lurau (l3ook ^edt
until Coinmencement re- had known in gym and Bible classes held
hearsal we were, figiira- important offices. We were responsible for
tively speaking, under planting respect for Wellesley traditions in
the gavel of College Gov- the minds of underclassmen. They would
ernment. After our first take over when we had graduated.
class meeting, in Alum-
nae Hall, we \\enl wilh
our \ il Juniors to lie
introduced to the Grav
Book, to make our ac-
quaintance with the lib-
eral legislation which was
to control our social life at college. Looking
through its pages and noticing the chart of
offices with their ratings in the extra-cur-
ricular scale, we wondered how soon we
would be "pointed". We flipped quickly past
society regulations, little realizing how soon
they would assume vital importance. When
our first class officers were elected, we
realized with a feeling of significance that
we were now definitely organized as a class.
In March we stood in the court behind Green
Hall and cheered heartily as some of our big
sisters became major officers. We looked
anxiously ahead to the lime when Village
Juniors would be chosen from our midst.
When the time came, we wished the candi-
dates luck as they set out for conferences,
and cheered proudly when the chosen few
stood before us. At last we were upperclass-
men! With junior and senior years came the
fulfillment of our interest in C. G. Girls we
College Government Officers
President, Beth Bryson '40; Senior Vice-
president. Eleanor Beane '40; Junior Vice-
president, Anne Lineberger '41; Treasurer,
Barbara Prentice '41; Corresponding Secre-
tary. Theodora North '42; Recording Secre-
tary, Marie Louise Stafford '42; Freshman
Senate Representative, Eadith Bell '43; Chief
Justice, Marjorie Noppel '40; Chairman of
Uktii Bkvso\
Prvsiilenl uj Collfgi' (ioivrnmcnl
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House Presidents^ Council, Martha Grabor
'40: Fire Chief. Marion Fritz "40.
House Presidents
Beebe, Janet Davidson "40; Cazenove, Carol
Cosden '40; Davis. Hope Kibbe "40; Claflin.
Virginia Merrills '40; Mujiger. Harriet
Lundgaard "40; Pomerov. Betty Hendrick-
son "40: Severance. Virginia Grier "40: Tower.
Martha \\ . Grabek
Chairman of House Presidents' Council
Osgood; Toiver. Ruth Buckley; Severance,
Marion Edie; Washington. Caryl Hadsell;
Non-residents. Christine Corey; Transfers,
Rutii Anderson; Alternates. Fiora M^ariotti,
Frances Delahanty.
Superior Court
Chief Justice. Marjorie Noppel: Senior Mem-
ber. Margaret Gilkev; Junior Member. Anne
Marjorie E. Noppel
Chief Justice of Superior Court
Jean Cumniing '40; Sbafer, Marjorie Jones Wheeler; Sophomore Member, Esther Duke;
'40; Stone. Carolyn D. Latta '41; Norum- Freshman Member, Sally Moore.
bega. Margaret D. Alexander '42. _ „
Committee Chairmen
V ILLAGE Juniors Curriculum. Janet K. Howie '40; Dance,
Doiver, Mary Tiebout; Eliot, Nancy Stre- Peggy Van Wagenen '40; Elections, Jean
hnger; Elms, Jane Gold; Crofton, Marion Rearick '40; Publicitv, Ann Burnham '42;
Chamberlain; Noanett, Anne Lineberger, Student Entertainment. Margaret Bell '40;
Chairman; Norumbega, Anne Davison; Grounds Committee, Mary B. Turner '40;
Homestead, Edith Fisher; Little, Eleanor Social Schedule Committee,E\eanorBesine'4:0.
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cyLiantiin9 yyur i^anciteS
from llic large C. A. Dr. Schulinan, and a group of students
candle for the last time. talked aLout the racial problem. Many of
we filed two by two out us attended the series of Thursday afternoon
of thechapelafterCandle- teas and talks on modern trends of religion,
light Vespers and walked which were an appropriate approach to
home across the dark- Religious Forum, conducted by Mr. Burns
ened campus realizing Chalmers.
that another year had As a member of the Student Christian
begun for Christian Asso- Movement, C. A. sent delegates to the
ciation. Some of us were Northfield Midwinter and the 0-at-ka con-
active on committees; ferences and the smaller conferences in
the rest of us supported Boston. Those who attended these confer-
C. A. by attending vespers and teas and by ences found it stimulating to join in discus-
dressing dolls. Each one of us appreciated sions with the leaders and to exchange ideas
the opportunities which Christian Associa- with the members of other college C. A.'s.
tion gave for fellowship and spiritual growth.
Earher in the year at the Freshman vesper
service Miss Thompson gave helpful advice
to 194.3. We felt strangely wistful as we heard
her quote a letter from a member of the
class of 19.39 who said, "Tell the freshmen
that four years are an incredibly short time.
They'll discover the rest for themselves."
Other vesper services during the year were
led by President McAfee, Dr. Harold C.
Philipps, Dr. Clements, and Rufus ,|ones.
On Sunday nights when there were no all-
college vespers, there was a service in the
C. A. lounge at which symphony music was
played. These provided an interesting op-
portunity for students to lead worship ser-
vices. Another worthwhile program was the
supper discussion at which Rabbi Clinchy,
Elizabeth R. Gregouv
President of Christian Association
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Some of us who were interested in sorial
service worked in Roxbury, Wellesley Hills,
Natick. and settlement houses in Boston.
During the hurried weeks liefore Christmas
we found time to dress our dolls and to go
to the C. A. Bazaar where we gazed humbly
on the handiwork of more talented scam-
stresses.
of work as pid)licity agents. This year C. A.
had no Alumna Secretary. The students
themselves, with faculty advisers, assumed
all responsibilities for the organization.
Officers for 1939-40 are: President, Eliza-
beth Gregory '40; Senior Vice-president,
Esther Williams '40; Junior Vice-president,
Mary Tiebout '41: Secretary, E. Gloria Hine
']'he Christian Association Board . . . "At 'linistrari scd nilnlstrare"
A Worship Study Group examined dif- '41; Treasurer, Marion Peck '42; Chairman
ferent approaches to private prayer and of the Conference Committee, Helen Nernev
corporate worship. Week-day services, '40; Campus Service Committee, Mary Phil
planned and written by the members of the Taylor "40; Worship Committee, Eleanor
group, were held in the Little Chapel and Finger '40; Community Service Committee,
opened to the college. - Christine Corev '41: Social Service Commit-
The Freshman Council and Upperclass tee. Nancy Chisler '41; Upperclass Repre-




tlu' Y)'U) belles of Barn During the fall of llieir juiiior year the
cavort for I he last lime. 'lO's devoted all their time and talent to
Yet it seems Init a few their Junior Show. From Junior Show they
moments ago thai I he "flew" into Fall Informals. Dorothy Hast-
ciirlain was raised upon ings appeared in Cinderella Married, and
lliem for the first time in .loan Field. Doc Hull. Bca Wakefield, Elinor
the Freshman skit. Not Hayes, and Bernice Block in Noel Coward's
long after. Fall informals gave the neophytes Hands Across the Sea.
a chance to spread their wings: Bernice Somehow '40 missed out of the Fall
Block, Harriet Hidl, Flizahelh Van Wie, and Fornials hut Spring Formals saw Evie Van
Phebe Gould came out in Barrie's Half an Wie play the lead in Masefield's Melloney
Hour, whereas Joan Field, Jane Strahan, and Hollspur, ahly supported by Joan Field and
.loan Wagner took flight in The Happv Doc Hull. Betty Snavely did a nice piece of
Journey. The rest of the season was rather work in the lighting—most commendable.
unproductive as far as the "40's were con- Before the lights dimmed and the curtain
cerned. altliough the June Play You Never
Can Tell by Shaw found "Doc" Hull crop-
ping up again, and this time to stay.
1937-38 found the swallows of '40 once
more eager to lake off, so with the help of
Evie Van Wie and Harriet Hull in the Barn
reception plays, {Every \\ onian Goes, Private
Wives, and The Man W ith His Tongue in
His Cheek) sophomore year took flight. This
continued for the rest of the vear. and each
play found '40 soaring higher and higher.
Phyllis Gordon, Joan Field, Elinor Hayes.
and Harriet Hull in Behrman's Biography
made Fall Informals a big success. Fall
Formals that year ma) have been Finished.
but Joan Wagner, Phebe (jouid. Jane
Strahan, and Bernice Block saw to it that
1 II 1 • 5<« I- DOHOTIIV llASTIiN(;Sthe revealed talent of 40 lived on. President of Bamswalhws
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rang down on '40"s senior year, the Swallows
had their final flight in The Royal Family in
which Doc Hull reached the top in the role
of Julie. This was followed by another
formal production Our Town by Thornton
Wilder starring Joan Field, Beatrice Wake-
field, and Margaret Sands.
Behind scenes '40 played
just as important a pari.
The working crews realh
Al.llMNAE Haix
worked! They had lo transform completely
Alum's stage into a set appro])riate for the
]ilay: ihey had to feed the starving artists;
advertise the play; colled fur jackets
and men's clothes, but most of the girls
working behind the scenes said it was much
more fun to slap paint on faces and scenery
than it is to make faces before critical
audiences. The officers and production chair-
men were: President, Dorothy Hastings '40;
I ice-president, Elizabeth Siverd '41; Busi-
ness Manager, Jimmie Judd '40; Secretary,
Eleanor Agee '42; Treasurer, Anne Dum-
strey '42; Costumes, Elizabeth Newman '41;
Design, Jean Sinison '40; Lighting, Vera
Warner '42; MaJ^e-up, Carolyn Elley '40;
Properties, Betty Jane Reeves '40; Scenery.
Doris Bry '41; General Production Manager,
Elinor Bancel '40; Service. Barbara Scott
'40; Publicity. Jane Daily "41 and Theodora
Goldsmith '41; Drama, Leonore Sacks '40;
Director, Mr. Martin Manulus.
The Barns«'ai,i.o«'s" Boakd
''The ptav's the tkiii^.^'
^Luduina (^i
through lecture and (hs-
cussion many of us took
an active part in Forum
activities, keeping well
informed and illuminat-
ing our academic studies
by making interesting
correlations between
them and events of current history. Realizing
that the world was going through a period
of tumultuous upheaval, we turned to
Forum for an understanding of political and
social changes. We waited in line for tickets
to the first dinner discussion, and listened
intently as Frederick L. Schunian of Will-
iams College told us that through our present
policy (before embargo repeal) the United
States was "Germany's economic ally." At
another dinner discussion we heard Phillip
La Follette. At the last of these most im-
portant Forum gatherings we heard a lecture
on the 1940 campaign, entitled, "Roosevelt.
Statesman or Politician?" A behind-the-
scenes view of a presidential election was
described in an all-college lecture by Post-
master General .Tames A. Farley.
In October, Forum, in cooperation with
C. A., sponsored a conference to investigate
racial prejudice. Rabbi Clinchy and Dr.
Schulman. director of the National Con-
ference of Christians and .lews, were I he
speakers. Forum collaborated also with the
History department to present a series of
lectures on the background of the War.
urrent ^rendd
Miss Orvis discussed the positions of Russia
and Poland, Miss Ball told of events in
Central Europe, Miss Williams outlined the
attitude of England and France, Miss Hol-
born llial of Germany, and Mr. Curtis, in
the final lecture, discussed Propaganda and
the War. On March 2nd a New England
conference on Domestic Relations was held
at Wellesley. Thus through its varied activi-
ties Forum played a most significant role in
the cultural life of the college.
Members of the Forum Board are: Presi-
dent. Sherley Heidenberg '40; Vice-president.
Lucile Sheppard '40; Secretary. Hannah




TlIK FoKl M Hl)\KI> "Think likr inrn itf nrdnn. lift like nirn nf thought.'
The heads of coininillees inchide: Peace Housing, Civil Liberties, and Peace. Officers
Council, Phoebe Storrs "40; International for 193*^-40 were: Presidejit. Margaret de
Relations Club. Janet Howie "40; Tickets, Ahneida '40; I ice-president, Barbara Oliver
Helen Hale "41; League of Jf omen Voters, '40; Secretary. Clara Cohen "41; Treasurer.
Carolyn Latta '41; Chairman of House Ann White "42, and Membership Secretary,
Representatives, Nancy Wescott '42; Head of Bernice Brand '42.
Freshmen. Jane Gold "41; Speakers' Bureau. Peace Council strove to integrate all peace
Frances Clausen "41; News Representative. work on campus, keeping the college in-
Martha Schwanke '40; Posters. Ruth Blaes- formed through a cohunn in the News. The
ing '42; and Teas. Rosamond Wilflev "42. Coiuicil also had charge of the observance of
Supplen^enting the work of Forum but Armistice Day and Peace Day in the spring,
existing autonomously. American Student Members of Peace Council are: Forum
Union and Peace Council also helped io Representative. Phoebe Storrs '40; News,
broaden our political horizons. Taking for Josephine Bonomo '41; Christian Associa-
its motto. "Keep America Out of War," tion, Charlotte Boynton '41; A. S. U.,
A. S. U. celebrated its fifth anniversary as a Julia Whiteside '40; and College Government.
national organization by pursuing a course Marian Hayes '40. Miss Perkins and Mr.
of action on five fronts: Politics, Labor, Sheffield were the faculty advisers.
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K^ouerina the Ccam\puS
News has been a vital
and unifying force in the
college. Its news columns
picture past and future
events; editorials inter-
pret the life in Wellesley
and the outside world;
Free Press criticizes and
suggests; features offer
"leisure" reading.
Every Wellesley girl, whether it is while
she is attending Wellesley or when she is an
alumna, feels the importance of Nen-s to
Wellesley, but few of them realize the im-
portance oiNeivs to its editors and reporters.
News is one practical course you can take
at Wellesley. The senior editors go to the
printers every Tuesday evening and make
up the pages for the issue, which is to come
out that Thursday. The type is already set
and has been proof-read, but the girls place
it on the pages just as they want them. They
learn a great deal about the problem behind
the printing of the paper, and see the News
actually take shape before their eyes.
The reporters get experience in all phases
of newspaper work. Their assignments mav
include a poem on communism, an interview
with an austere professor, a drama criticism,
or a straight news assignment. Besides cov-
ering their assignments the reporters spend
time in the News office obtaining a knowledge
of all the different trends in the newspaper
world. They read the exchanges, which
come into the office from some sixty colleges
all over the country. But above all these
reporters develop a "nose for news," and
learn all the intricacies of Wellesley's organ-
izations.
Readers of the newspaper so often fail to
appreciate the effort and time the Business
Board spends on News. Every week tlie\
trudge through the streets of Wellesley
haunting the shops for advertisers. After
they have solicited the ads it is their job to
write them up, and after the paper has come
out they must see to the distribution of the
News.
But it isn't all work! The girls have had
a great deal of fun working and playing
together, especially when they are doing a
special feature issue. During the year they
usually have three special issues: Junior
Prom, Service Fund, and Spring Drama.
Who are these practical, newsv girls?
Editorial Board
Editor-in-Chief. Helene Kazanjian '40; Man-
aging Edilor. Jane Strahan "40; News Editor,
Virginia Hotchner '40; Assistant News Edi-
tor. Carol Lewis '40; Feature Editor, Dorothy
Blum '40; Make-up Editor. Elizabeth Pot-
terton '40; Literary Editor, Constance St.
Onge '40; Exchange Editor, Isabel Cumming
'40: Forum Editor. Martha Schwanke '40;
HfeLKNE Kazanjian
Editor of the Wellesley College Neu>s
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Pressing Work
Associate Editors, Doris Bry '41, Elisabeth
Green '41; Assistant Editors, Anne Blackmar
'41, Josephine Bonomo '41, Margaret Wright
'41; Reporters. Virginia Horn '41. Helaine
Kaplan '41, Beverly Andrews '42, Joan
Pinanski "42. Dawn Lmlington '42; Assist-
ant Reporters, Ellen Booth '41, Marie Ciir-
nen '41, Naomi Ascher '42, Patricia Lambert
'42, Carol Hawkes '43, Beth Kulakofsky '43.
Renee Trilling '43, Mary Wolfenden '43:
Art Critic, Susan Swartz '40; A. A. Repre-
sentative, Willye White '41; C. A. Repre-
sentative, E. Gloria Hine '41; Drama Critics,
Betty Bierer '40, Beatrice Wakefield '40;
The News Business Board
Alusic Critic, Jane Sliugg "10; Photographers,
Grace Horner '42, Eleanor Webster '42.
Business Board
Business Manager, Katherine Edwards "40;
idrertising .Manager. Barbara Cohen '40;
Circulation Manager, Janet Chase '40;
Assistant Advertising Managers, Adelaide de
Beer '41, Lorraine Stanley '41; Credit Man-
ager. Courtney Prettyman '40; Business
Editors, Ada Clark "41. Gloria Bossetti "42,
M. Cicely Church '42, Virginia Reid '42,
Elizaheth Titus '42, Anne Toinasello '42,
Janice Overfield '41, Nancy Stevenson '41,
Betty Semple '42, Marguerite Herman '42;
Assistant Business Editors, Janet Nifenecker
'41. Frances Lakeman '42, Virginia Kineke
'42, Carol Steiner "43, Marie Liset "43,
Adeline Hall '42.
The A'crs Editorial Board
S^eehina rJ^it9 lercLri'u ^xpreddion
Dorothy SouTiiMAvn
Wellesleyites liiiti lo lh<'
Wplleslov Rei'iew. On its
pages tlie\ find in print
the stories over whicli
lliev liave toiled so la-
boriously for ooniposition
courses as well as the
sonnets and other verse
of which they are so proud. Even Miss
McAfee has written for Review. Besides
publishing undergraduate poetry and fiction.
Review this year has attempted to present
the point of view of students on vital
subjects about which they are particularly
well qualified to write. Through contrib-
utors' teas, the editors met those who wrote
for the magazine. Board meetings were often
suppers, providing a leisurely and informal
atmosphere for discussion of material and
policy. Such changes have been made with
Tfik licvipiv EDiTORrAi. Board
I he |»ur[iose of bringing the magazine into
more lively contact with the stream of
college thought and activity.
Editorial Board
Edilor-in-ChieJ. Dorothy Sonthmayd '40:
Managing Editor, Leonore Sacks '40; Short
Story Editor. Patricia Redman '40; Essay
Editor. Alicia (rallagher '40: Book Review
Editor. Carol Parfitt "40: Poetry Editor.
Clara Cohen '41; Feature Editor. Anne R.
Remington "40: Literary Staff, Nancy Bor-
don '41. Emily Pribble '41. Nancy Chisler
'41; Art Editor. Dorothy Perrin "40: Art
Staff. Betty Hartz "41, Myra Ann Graf '40.
Business Board
Business Manager, Carolyn Couch '40; Cir-
culation Manager, Lyn Carnahan '40; Adver-
tising Manager, Leona Marks '40; Business
Staff, Betty Myers '41, Ruth Blaesing '42.
Jane Fay '42, Eleanor Fisher '42. Martha
Miller '42, Phyllis Pray '41, Janet Muller
'42, Barbara Croll '43, Marie Liset '43, Jean
White '43.
Thk Rciiciv Bisr\Kss Hiivki>
^ntormulitu of iKecorci
was the vague theme that presented itself
to the minds of Legendas staff last spring.
They started out with the idea of a scrap-
book, containing the pictures and story of
four years at Wellesley which would come
to mean so nuicli to the class of 1940. From
this germ of an idea the Lcgenda grew, into
the rather striking contrasts of black and
blue division pages, cut-out shapes signify-
ing the divisions they stood for, script head-
ings running right into the text. Yet there
has been a continual striving to find people
and places and events which would be of
significance—the teachers we listen to in
classes, the traditions which are integrally
bound up with Wellesley, the places we have
loved to roam in, the friends we have known.
Legenda is a book for Wellesley, and Welles-
ley is a book which has opened its pages in
Legenda.
Editorial Board
Editor-in-Chief, Marilyn Evans '40: Literary
Editors. Jane MacMaster '40. Natalie Buc-
The Legenda Business Board
Marilyn Evans
hanan "41. Jane Esser
"41; Photographic Editors,
Emily Whipple "40. Mary
Latimer '40; Assistant
Photograph ic Editors,
Amy Hodel '41. Kath-
erine Snow '41.
Business Board
Business Manager, Mary Ellen Crawford '40;
Advertising Manager, Virginia Brady '40;
Assistant Adiertising Managers. Ann Myers
'40. Barbara Cohen '40; Circulation Manager,
Elizabeth Boardman "40; Assistant Circula-
tion Managers, Priscilla Magoun '41. Mar-
garet Chittenden "40. Ellen Holt "40: Pub-
licitY Manager, Alice Sanderson '40: Junior
Business Manager, Ellen Luberger "41;
Secretary to the Business Board. Ann Gray '40.
I ublicizina 1/Uelle6te^
Fatkicia Hambright
is the aim of the mem-
bers of Press Board.
We've met these college
reporters at Poets* Read-
ings, Forum Dinners, Art
Exhibits, and at the
many other campus ac-
tivities which they report
for newspapers all over the country. We've
seen their stories in the Neiv YorJi Times, the
Cliristiati Science Monitor, and the Kansas
City Star. We have gladly posed for pictures,
eating ice cream cones at the opening of the
Well or pinning roses on our Society daugh-
ters. We have cooperated with them by
keeping our names out of advertisements,
and by not giving out news ourselves, in
observance of the Gray Book regulations.
About once a week we perused the clip-
pings on the Press Bulletin Board in the
basement of Green. Sometimes we went into
the Publicity Office to see the reporters at
work. One girl perhaps was phoning Honors
Day names to her city editor; another was
pounding out a story about Senior Prom. A
third might be going through the file of
cards on which are written information
which will be used as a basis for the "obit-
uary" that is written for each senior and
sent with her picture to her home-town
newspaper at Graduation time.
Officers: Director of Publicity, Clemewell
Lay; Assistants, Betsey Weston and Sarah
C. Smith; Chairman of Press Board, Patricia
Hambright '40.
Members, Ruth Anderson '41, Patricia
Bamman '42. Janet Callahan '41, Olive
Coolidge "41. Frances Davenport '43, Elea-
nor Finger '40, Josephine Futtner '40, Ann
Hamilton '42, Barbara Hill '43, Beth
Kvdakofsky '43, Ann Lincoln, '41, Chloe
Lochridge '42, Dawn Ludington '42, Jean-
ette MacDonald '43, Ruth Nagel '42,
Margaret Rowan '43, Margery Russell '41,
Barbara Snedeker '40, Ann Webb '40.
The Members of Press Board . . .
"A stainless name we will preserve her."
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Vlnder the (/^aton
of Malcolm Holmes, who told inemhcrs soloists. The program il-
about the music he had chosen for the year lustrated humor in music,
at tea one October afternoon. Orchestra he- Concerts are occasions
gan its 1939-40 season with eighteen new of high excitement. Bui
members. At the first concert, the Wellesley it is rehearsals in Billings
and Harvard orchestras repeated for the with attempts at sight-
Harvard Women's Club selections from a reading, the endless repe-
concert which they played last spring. titions of "that diflicult Eleanor Rodgeks
The first formal concert this season was place,"' and the amusing, informal comments
given in Alumnae on December 6th, with of Mr. Holmes, that are the best -remembered
Marion Gibby and Mr. Haroutunian as part of a player's experience in Orchestra.
OFFICERS
—
President: Eleanor Rodgers "40. Busi-
ness Manager: Alice ^ illard "41, Treasurer: Priscilla
Pattison "41, Secretary: Mary Louise Barren "42,
Librarian: Joan Pinanski "42. Concert Mistress:
Marion W. Gibby '41.
FIRST VIOLIN—Marion Gil.bv "41, Mary Louise
Barred "42, Clara Chittenden "43. Ruth Kirk "13,
Esther Duke "42, Gertrude Rol)inson "12, Elaine
Vaught "43, Priscilla Rowley "43, Anne Hendricks
'40, Helen Tower, Gr., Margaret de Le 'S^in "43.
SECOND VIOLIN—Margaret Hudson "40, Carolyn
EUey '40, Beverly Andrews "42, Olga Edmond Gr.,
Vera Warner '42, Margaret Gilkey "40, Helen
Nerney "40, Judith Holman "42, Sally Clark "41,
Josephine Knox "41.
VIOLONCELLO—Andrea Brown "40, Louise Mar-
lien "12, Genevieve Corbett Gr., Dorothea Hinch-
nian "43, Thomas Hayes Procter, Mrs. Samuel L.
Thorndike, Peggy Goodman "42, Louise Chubb "42.
BASS—Virginia Vail '40, Barbara Ulley '43.
FLUTE—Alice Willard H Margaret Rowan '43,
Priscilla Pattison "41. Plnid Wolcott Gr.
OBOE—Peg Arnold.
CLARINET—Joan Pinanski "42. Mildred Spitz '40,
Marie Liset "43, Helen McConnell '43.
FRENCH HORN—Sally S. Baled '42, Amy Hodel "41
TRUMPET—Ann While '42, Elsie Krug '43,
Phoebe While '40.
PIANO—Dorothy Kerr '43.
VIOLA—Eleanor Rodgers '40, Catharine Woodson PERCUSSION—Ellen Simpson '43, Carolyn Wy-
'43, Laura Griffin '43. sor '40, Lucy Ohlinger '40.
The Wellesley College Orchestra . . . "Concord of sweet music . . . "
Jj^n ^J^cctrmonLoud ^on9
Nancy %'aite
the clioir raises its voice
at vespers, filling the
chapel with the jovous
strains of an old peasant
hymn or the more sonor-
ous and stately measure
of a Bach choral. In iheir
blue and black robes,
their faces framed against
the carved paneling of the chancel, the choir
members remind lis of singers in a medieval
English cathedral. On weekdays as they
come marching down the aisle after chapel
we look u]) from our own hymn books to
watch their faces. Gradually we reahze how
integral a part of the Wcllesley scene is the
choir.
Four times this year we went with our
friends to the brightly lighted chapel on
Sunday evenings to hear vespers. After
glancing at our programs to see the names of
selections and composers, we relaxed, enjoy-
ing the music of the organ and full -toned
voices. At the regular November, Christmas,
and Baccalaureate vespers, the choir sang
alone. But on Palm Sunday amid the solem-
nity of the Lenten season, we heard the
choir and the Harvard Glee Club together
sing Brahms' Requiem. At other times the
choir members departed gaily for their off-
campus concerts, which included one with
Exeter and one with M. I. T. Occasionally
they met in one of the society houses for
supper and an informal "sing." Realizing
that it results from long hours of earnest
practice, we are proud of the choir's splendid
tone and harmony, of its invaluable contri-
bution to our musical experience.
^he VUellesleu L^olieae LAf ¥' OIF
First Sopkanos
Elizabeth G. Adams 11
Conslance 11. Alexander 11
Rulh A. Blaesing "42
Manila I. Blood "42
Bellv J. Bri-gs -42
M. Cicely Clmnh "42
Mary L.'Clark "41
Elizabelli Deems "11
Ann L. Dixon "43
Frances E. Duclos "42
Esther Duke "42
Betly Edwards "40
Jessie A. Fitzgerald '39
Nellie I,. Frederick "40
Marjorie B. Goodwin "42
Margaret A. Harris "43
Anne Ilaviland "40
Grace L. Ilorner '42
H. Linda Ilorner "42
Hope M. Imes "43
Thelma A. Jeffrey '42
Marianne Maples '43
Betlv G. Perrin "41
Charlotte E. Peter "43
Jane Rabenold "42
Patricia L. Redman '40
Joyce K. Russell "42
Ellen M. Simpson "43
Elizabeth L. Skean '42
Dorothea M. Smith "41
Caroline B. Snyder "42
Josephine Thomas "43
Naomi Lou Thompson "43
Barbara S. Tut lie "43
Nancy R. Waite "40
Ohve'j. WiUiams "43
Second Sopranos
Margaret L. Abbe '42
Virginia B. Allen '43
Nancy L. Beaty '43
Margaret E. Blatherwick "40
Barbara J. Brown "41
Katharine R. Buchanan "40
Anne V. Bidkley '40
Jane B. Cadbury "40
Rulh Clark "43
Lorna M. Cooke "42
Katharine A. Cox '41
Dorothy C. Dann '42
Jane Dewey "43
Nancy L. Dobson "43
Emily G. Dyke "43
Ehzabeth C. Elley "43
Lenore E. Fromm "42
Elizabeth M. Gorman "43
Virginia F. Hofheins "40
Joan Hubbard "43
Nancy D. Hunter "42
Helen D. Irving "43
Muriel Larsen "42
Elizabeth F. Leiand "40
Shirley E. Letts "43
M. Dickey Lightner "43
Anne L. Lineberger '41
Fn\viRD B. Greene
Conductor
Nancy R. Waite '40
Chorister











Rebecca A. Miller "42
Elizabeth K. A. Mueller '41
Caroline A. Muhlenberg "13
Virginia R. Munger "43
O. Carolyn Neal "42
Jeanne Phelps "40
Virginia B. Roberson "43
Katberine V. Roura "4-2
Sara Jane Sheeler '43
Miriam E. Simins '42
Hope D. Sisson "41
Lois A. Smith '40
Nancv E. Stearns '41
R. Lynette True '40
Edna R. Vogt "40
Dorothy M. Walsh "42
Mary Louise Wright "42
A. Jean Veakley '41
First Altos
Abigail Acker '43
Patricia S. Adams "43
K. Elizabeth Bamford "41
Margaret J. Bassett "42
Barbara J. Bishop "42
Priscilla A. Blackett "42
Josephine 1. Bonomo '41
Mary M. Burke '41
Theodora H. Bush "40
Ann E. Campbell '43
Margaret M. Card '41
Priscilla Carter "42
Margaret E. Coey '41
Jane Eaken "41
Helen J. Fowle "43
Margaret H. Gilkey "40
Martha J. Gill "43
Martha W. Graber '40
Elizabeth P. llartz '41
Margaret Holmes "42
Mariko Isbiguro "12
Carolyn E. Johnson "13
Alice M. McGrillies "42
Sarah E. Moore "43
Anne A. Nule "43
Barbara C. Olsen "41
Marian T. Perry "43
Elizabeth C. Powers '42
Barbara Prentice "41
Eleanor L. Rodgers "40
Martha A. Saver '42
Alice J. Silberstein 13
Margaret Staudennuiier "12
Marian Stearns "40
Betty B. Timberlake "42
Marion V. Walker "41
Julia \Miiteside "40
Margaret L. ^ illiams "43
Eleanor M. % olfenden "43
Frances Young "42
Claire M. Zimmerman "40
Second Altos
Ruth Anderson "41
Constance E. Barrett "42
Lillian R. Blake "40
Anlonia Boissevain "40
Virginia R. Brady "40
Marion (Chamberlain '41
Barbara Jean Chapman "43
Jean S. Colburn "43
Carolyn Couch "40
Louise Countryman "42
Catherine H. Dallas "42
Alice R. Davidson "43
Virginia P. Denhani "10
Susanne K. Easlon '43
Mary E. Eichelberger "42
Eleanor M. Fletcher "43
M. Elizabeth (;ilberl "42
Murrayl L. Groh "12
Marie E. llafl'enrelTer "41
Suzanne H. Harpole "43
Helen G. llartz "40
Ruth Harwood "40
A. Shirley Holchkiss '42 '
Emma Marie Hughes '40
Annette R. Jones '41
Dorothy G. Jones '40
Virginia L. Kracke '41
Jimniie \\ . Kyle "42
Mary E. Langdon "43
Carol J. Lewis "40
Beverly A. Logan "43
Elizabeth F. Long "42
Priscilla Magoun "41
Doris E. Martens "43
Hilda A. E. Mills "41
Janice Murchie "41
Carol \S . Noyes '42
Isabella F. N'ult '41
Louise IL Ormond '42
S. Ellen Purvis '38
Gertrude M. Robinson '42
Mary R. Saallield '42
Margaret Samson "40




Emily R. Tremain "43
Patricia H. ^^ cllinglon '43
Marjorie J. Wood "42




In s ]) r i n g . walking
down tlic jjatli bv the
side of the lake «e often
heard bits of arguments
coming from Agora . . .
where our friends were
busy solving world prob-
lems!
OFFICERS
President. Joan Kuehne: J ice President,
Dorothy Hastings; Treasurer, Jean Sinison;
Secretary, Marion Fritz: Purveyor, Edna R.
Vogt; Housekeeper, Helen Hibbs; Central
Committee Member. Phoebe Storrs.
Members in Facultate
Alice Armstrong, Julia Orvis. Mary
Coolidge, Alice Ottley, Mary Ewing, M.
Eleanor Prentiss. Helen Frenrh. Mrs. Thomas
Procter, Mr. Thomas Procter, Edna lleid-
breder, Marion Russell, Celia Hersey, Seal
Thompson, Frances Knapp, Barbara Trask.
Mary Lanier, Alice Waite, Ruth Lindsay,
Lilla Weed. Marion Loizeaux. Judith
Williams.
Honorary Members
Mr. and Mrs. Phillips Bradley, Edwin
Cottrell, Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Greene,
General John Pershing.
Seniors
Betty Jane Allen, Louise Baldwin, Mar-
garet Bell. Marion Fritz, Patricia Hambright.
Dorothy Hastings, Helen Hibbs. Joan
Kuehne, Marjorie Li, \ irginia Merrills, Ruth
Nehring, Mary Newton, Constance St. Onge,
Betty Jane Reeves. Alice Sanderson, Hilde
Seelbach, Jean Sinison. Betsey Staples,
**. ^^'q-
Cynthia Steitz, Phoebe Storrs, Mary Sward,
Mary Van Hagan, Edna Vogt.
Juniors
Virginia Andersen. Martha Bieler, Doris
Bockmann, Shirley Brimmer, Betsey Coe,
Olive Coolidge, Katharine Cox, Grace
Gehron, Fiora Mariotti, Charlotte Robinson,
Hope Sisson.
TiiK Mkmhers of Agora Society
^^^ipha ^\ctpiju (^hiippi
During those hot June exam days we often
found seclusion in the classic coolness of llic
A. K. X. house, sheltered on the hill hehiud
the library. Sometimes the discussions were
a bit over our heads, but we gleaned quite a
lot from them. To indue Wellesley with an
enthusiasm for the classical, A. K. X. pre-
sents a Greek or Latin play, either an
original or a translation, every spring.
OFFICERS
President, Ann Wheeler; Vice President
and Central Committee Member, Nancy
Congelton; Treasurer, June Mason; Secre-
tary, Aime Hendricks; Housekeeper, Mary
Butler.
Members isn Facultate
Mary Austin, Katharine Balderston.




Helen Law, Barbara Mc-
Carthy. Antoinette Met-
calf, A. Bertha Miller.
Agnes F. Perkins. Flor-
ence Risley, Helen Sleeper.
Honorary Members
Margaret Anglin Baker. Mrs. Stella
Balderston. Lillian BuUer. Mrs. C. G.
Hamilton.
Seniors
Mary Butler, R. Nancy Congelton, Alicia
Gallagher, Betty Gillies, Anne Hendricks,
Betty Hendrickson, Edna Jeffery. Hope
Kibbe, June Mason. Elizabeth Moore, Ellen
Regan, Ann Wheeler, Julia Whiteside,
Elizabeth Young.
Juniors
Constance Alexander, Constance Ballou,
Janet Barkhorn, Ada Clark, Catherine
Fanget, Janet Fisher, Susan Gatch, Ruth
Harris, Cynthia Holbrook, Mary McDonnell,
Betty McKenzie. Helen Meharg, Mary
Noyes, Katherine Reppert. Dorothy Sor-
rentino, Margaret Wright.
A Kappa Chi Society
,-sjlt***'-^ j hi ^L9mu
Down Society Row is Kathleen Elliott. Katherine Paton. Eliza-
Phi Sigma, the home of heth Manwaring, Marguerite Raymond,
the Wellesley poetry
lovers. In the eold win-
ter days we cuddled up in
-^v'"!i:^y!ivvm---K«<sfv:r^ the divan before the
blazing hearth, and in
the warm spring we took our Byron, Millay,
and Robinson out to the terrace and sank
luxuriously into the glider. Then when all
met together, we delved deeply into poetry,
sometimes even trying to write our own
verse. One of the former members has be-
come a poetess. Katherine Lee Bates was a
charter member of Phi Sigma.
OFFICERS
President, Katharine Buchanan; Vice Pres-
ident. Jean Katt; Treasurer, Andrea Brown:
Secretary, Nancy Crane; Program Chairman.
Virginia Brady; Central Committee Afemher
and Housekeeper, Muriel Terry.
Members in Facultate
Josephine Batchelder, Clara de Morinni.
The Members of Phi Stoma Society
Honorary Members
Vida Scudder. Albert Hart, Mr. and Mrs.
Galen Stone.
Seniors
Jane Beyster, Ann Bishop, Virginia Brady,
Doris Breed, Andrea Brown, Katharine
Buchanan, Nancy Crane, Althea Fames,
Lucile Fessenden. Eleanor Finger, Sherley
Heidenberg, Jean Katt, Mary Moore, Vera
Schapiro, Muriel Terry, Mary Vanneman,
Ruth Wadleigh, Ann Webb,
Elizabeth Weeks.
Juniors
Cornelia Bridge, Frances Con-
nelly, Cecile Cote, Harriet Cov-
erdale, Marjorie Dearnley, Ruth
Diefenderfer, Mary Ruth Gil-
niore, Mary Markwick Moore,
Carol Morgan, Janet Nifenecker,
Lois Stevens, Marian Slickney.
S^huh<edpeure
When we opened the door of Shakespeare,
Welleslev disappeared, ior here was a dif-
ferent winld (Milirclv. ll iiiiglit he the very
home in which Shakespeare spent his after-
noons witli Anne llalliavvav. On ihe Kliza-
bethan stage on tlie second floor the society
presents Sliakespearc"s plays in the Eliza- Perry. Margaret Slier-
bethan style.
Sophie Hart, (J race






President. Barbara Hutton; Vice Presi-
dent, Harriet Hull; Treasurer. Carol Parfitt:
Secretary, Peggy Van Wagenen; House-
keeper, Virginia Grier; Central Committee
Member, Margaret Sands; Chef, Jean Cuni-
ming.
Members in Facultate
Henrietta Alexander. Carolyn Britton. beth Stephenson
The Members of Shakespeare Societv
wood, Evelyn Wells, Mabel Young.
Honorary Members
Mary Brainerd. Edith Wynne Kennedy,
Constance King. Harold King. Jidia Sothern.
Seniors
Elizabeth Blakeney, Emily Browning.
Beth Bryson. Jean Cunnning. Elizabeth
Darlington. Joan Field, Margaret Gilkey,
Myra Ann Graf, Virginia Grier. Harriet
Hull, Barbara Hutton, Rebecca Jackson,
Marjorie Jones. Helene Kazanjian, Nancy
Myers, Marjorie Nojjpel, Carol Parfitt,
Margaret Sands, Jane Strahan, Peggy Van
Wagenen, Beatrice Wakefield.
Juniors
Hortense Allen, Ruth Buckley. Anne
Cohen, Terry Ellis, Mary Fitzpa trick,
Elisabeth Green, E. Gloria Hine, Virginia
Horn, Anne Lineberger, Barbara Prentice,
Barbara Remy, Virginia Robinson. Eliza-
^uu ^L^etu C^pdilcrdilon
As T. Z. F. members
wc divided our time be-
tween Tupelo and the
jjroduction of living pic-
lures for our program
meetings. We tried to
make our works of art
resemble the originals as closely as possible.
In connection with painting we studied the
music of that same period and country.
OFFICERS
President, Elizabeth Ramsey: J ice Presi-
dent, Betty Bierer; Head of W ork. Jeanne
Nutter; Head of Music. Jane Shugg: House-
keeper. Hope Barnefield: Treasurer. Jean
Kelley; Secretary, Virginia Donk: Central
Committee Member, Dorothy Southmayd.
Members in Facultate
Mrs. Mabel Hodder. Howard Hinners,
Hetty Wheeler. Laura Loomis, Alice Wood,
Edward Greene, Agnes Abbott, Helen Davis,
W. Alexander Campbell, Laurine Bongiorno,
Sirarpie Der Nersessian. Marion Thonjson.
Honorary Members
Alice Brown, Margaret Jackson. Mr. and
Mrs. H. C. MacDougall.
Seniors
Hope Barnefield. Betty Bierer. Natalie
Bussey, Mary Clay. Carolyn Couch, Vir-
ginia Donk. Louise Howe, Jean Kelley,
Lynn Lochridge, Helen Nerney, Jeanne
Nutter, Lucy Ohlinger, Grace Person, Eliza-
beth Kamsey. Eleanor Rodgers. Margaret
Samson. Jane Shugg, Dorothy Southmayd,
Susan Swartz, Nancy Waite.
Juniors
Mary AtLee, Jane Bleecker, Nancy Chis-
ler, Jane Esser, Theodora Goldsmith. Marion
Gibby, Helen Hale, Marie Haffenreffer,
Theodora Kerl, Jean Kuebler, Lorraine
Manny, Priscilla Pattison, Alice Willard.
The Members of Tau Zeta Epsilon Society
Those of us who were interested in modern
drama often dropped in at Z. A. and joined
in the discussions and criticisms of plays
and playwrights. All these discussions were
in preparation for the four program meetings
and the final production of a full-length play
given in May. In 1938-39 the society pre-
sented the stirring melodrama, Gold in the
Hills or The Dead Sister^s Secret and this
year, Three Cornered Moon.
OFFICERS
President, Betty Suavely; Vice President.
Mary Walling; Secretary, Lynette True:
Treasurer, Mary-Eliza Turner; Custodian.













Sarah Emily Brown Shoenhut.
Seniors
Judith Alexander, Elinor Bancel, Carol
Cosden, Martha Graber. Elizabeth Gregory,
Margaret Hudson. Gene MacDonald. Court-
ney Prettyman. Janet Quinn, Anne Rem-
ington. Barbara Rounds. Leonore Sacks,
Patricia Schwan. Peggy Schorer, Barbara
Scott, Betty Snavely, Mary Phil Taylor,
Lynette True, Mary B. Turner, Mary-Eliza
Turner, Joy Tweedie, Mary Walling, Helen
Wentworth.
Juniors
Betty Bamford, Barbara Brown, Frances
Clausen, Denise Gair, Phyllis Johnson, Ellen
Luberger. Betty Newman, Nancy Stearns,
Nancy Strelinger, Peggy Walbridge, Polly
Williams.
The Members of Zeta Alpha Society
I.A TERTULIA
Prciiidi'tu. Joan Field '10: \ iip I'rcsidnii and
Treasurer. Al.K.E ^ illakd U: Snrclarv. Pris-
cii.LA S. Tavloh '-10; Cliairmuri. Execulin' Com-
mittee, I. Blanche De Puy "42: Facultv Adviser,
vSknobita Amta Oy4RZABAL.
toEUTSCHER VEREIN
President, Kilde L. Seelbach "40; f ice President.
Harriet Hi i.l "40; Secretary, Maria M. Hekrerx
'41; Treasurer, Caroline L. Cross "41; Faculty
Adviser, Fradlein Bakhxrv SAi.niTT.
ALLIANCE FRANCAISE
Il'resident, Vera R. Schapiro "40: J ice President,
MvRiv \1 llhitRi-itv II Sc(;fV«M. Marjorie E.
Hi rn'^ II liia\iii<i. l)<iRi>i)i\ (,. Wilson "41;
yl<uuli\ Idiisd \1 1 I h \ii<h \T M. Malbot.
tCIRCOLO M ALIANO
President. Margaret N. Lodi "40; I ice President,
Slzanne E. Van Dyke "41; Secretary-Treasurer,




IPresidcni. Maky B. Turner '40; Seaeliiiy.
Theodora Kerl "41; Treasurer. Elizabeth
Daruncton "40; Faciiltv Adviser. Miss Ceoile
YOE Banke.
T CLASSICAL CLUB
Presidenl. Carol F. Parfitt "40; i'ice President.
Mary R. (Jilmore "41; Secretary-Treasurer. Eliza-




President. Mary' E. Gaylord "40; ( ice President.
Ellen C. Holt "40; Treasurer, Jeanne Pope "40;
Junior Executive. Doris J. Mosher '41; Secretarv.
Norma L. Gould "41; Facultv Adviser, Miss
Mabel M. Young.
T COSMOPOLITAN CLUB
President, Phoebe W. White "40; J'ice President,
Hannah Schiller "42; Secretarv, Jane B. Cadbury
"40; Treasurer, Soledad Salinas "42.
57
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Hockey, Carolyn E. Wysor "40; Baskethrill
(Indoor), Elizabeth Boardman '40; Indoor
Activities, K. Elizabeth Bamford '41; Riding,
Ada A. Epstein '41; Lacrosse, Betty B.
Timberlake "42; Swimming, Martha M.
Sports at Wellesley! Memories ot chasing
tennis balls, rowing on the crew, and going
to the new recreation building for an evening
of badminton. Spring afternoons spent walk-
ing across the golf course and exhilarating
games of hockey in the fall. The excitement
of the first swimming exhibition and the
thrill of trying the new pool. And best of
all, the fun of vigorous competition added
to the joy of companionship.
ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION
President. J. Marva Peterson '40; First Vice
President and Chairman of Outing Club. Ann
Winship "40; Second Vice President, Virginia
H. Andersen '41; Treasurer, Martha M.
Bieler '41; Secretary, Caroline L. Knight "42;
Custodian, Katherine Sprunt "42.
HEADS OF SPORTS
Archery, Antoinette II. Meyer '40; Bad-
minton. E. Jane Hathen '41; Baseball, Anne
Cohen "41; Basketball (Outdoor). Virginia
H. Andersen '41; Crew, Emily K. Browning Bieler '41; Tennis, Carolyn P. Elley '40
'40; Dancing. Mary E. Coe '41; Feticing. and Katherine Snow '41; Volleyball. E. Jean
Joan P. Little '41; GoZ/, Margaret Gifford '41; Reedy '41; Squash, Rebecca P. Jackson '40.
The Members OF THE Athletic Association Board
Marva Peterson
President of the Athletic Association
Archery
Head, Antoinette Meyer '40.
Varsity
Grace Person '40. Antoinette Meyer '40.
Mary Barrows '41, Marjorie Coll '42, Betty
Leonards '43. Elizabeth Tubby '43.
Fall Field Day brought the first season of
archery to a climax with an original and
colorful competition. A balloon shoot was
combined with the regular rounds. Each
house had different colored balloons set up
on targets at which the teams shot. The
house with the most balloons left up at the
end of the match won the contest. In the
joint scores, the Tower and Quad teams
tied, with the Vil team second. A W was
won by Grace Person '40.
In the spring the brisk competition be-




year. The fall competition ended when a
hard playing Quadrangle team from Beebe,
Pomeroy. and Cazenove beat the Tower
team.
Girls receiving their 1? for proficiency in
the sport were: Carolyn Elley '40, Marion
Fritz "40. Marva Peterson '40, Edith Fisher
"41, Jane Hathen '41.
Members of the honorary hockey varsity
announced on Fall Field Day are: Carolyn
Elley '40, Marion Fritz '40, Marva Peterson
'40, Carol Wysor '40, Edith Fisher '41, Jane
Hathen '41, Elizabeth Ralph '42, Katherine
Sprunt '42, Elizabeth Elley '43, Gertrude
Perkins '43, Helen Webster '43.
The best athlete of 1940 plays huckev
Hockey
Head, Carolyn Wysor '40.
Interdormitory competitions were also
held by members of the hockey classes this r!3[
^HIB^ ' ^^^^B
Volleyball
Head. Jean Reedy '41.
This year's volleyball class was organized
into dormitory teams, which plaved a round
robin. The interdormitory games were held
one day a week while the class work was held
on the other day. The season was brought
to a close on Fall Field Day with an exhibi-
tion game plaved bv the Tower and Oua<l
teams.
The volleyball honorary varsity team an-
nounced Fall Field Day consists of: Jane
Becton '41, Doris Cain '43, Jean Ilavekotte
'42, Georganne Miller "42, Beatrice Norton
'42, Jane Rabenold '42, Jean Reedy '41, and
Rosalind Schang '43.
A picnic was held for members of the class
at the outdoor fireplace after the final game
played by the two sections of the class.
Our basketball players
Volleyball on a brisk fall dav
Basketball
Head of outdoor basketball, Virginia An-
dersen "41: Head of indoor basketball, Betty
Boardman '40.
At the close of the outdoor fall season, a
IV was awarded to Virginia Andersen '41 for
excellence in the sport. The honorary basket-
ball varsity was announced. Its members
are the following girls: Caroline Knight '42,
Katherinc Sprunt '42, Katherine Ebbert '42,
Elizabeth Ralph '42, Martha Bieler '41,
Virginia Andersen '41. The Quad team won
the interdormitory competition.
Indoor basketball was organized into
twelve house teams which were divided into
two leagues. An exhibition match was played
in the spring with the Antiques, a group of




Head. Ada Epstein '41.
Honorary Varsity: Marion Baird '42,
Maria Herrera "41. Ada Epstein '41. Virginia
Stiles '41.
Instead of holding an exhibition of out-
door riding on Fall Field Day, riders gave a
demonstration at the Weston Saddle and
Bridle Club.
Wellesley riders also took part in the
Eighth Annual Athletic Association Horse
Show, given in December in Weston. Betty
McKenzie '41 won the championship. Mary
Saalfield '42 and Maria Herrera '41 won
second and third places respectively.
Fencing
Head, Joan Little '41.
A new fencing arm was added to the
fencing equipment this year. Members of
Mornina, canter
t'criccrs take their stance
the class fenced with the Dana Hall group
in the spring. An advanced fencing class was
organized for the first time.
Modern Dance
Head, Mary E. Coe '41.
Director. Miss Charlotte McEwan.
Starting with a tea held for new members
in the recreation building, the fall activities
of the College Dance Group consisted of
weekly meetings with the Apprentice Dance
Group, culminating in a demonstration held
November 10 in Alumnae Hall. Original
dances were given by Betsy Coe '41, Helene
Kaplan "41. and Rhea Ornstein '40.
Technique and composition classes were
also held under theguidanceof Miss McEwan.
Instead of participation in the theatre
workshop production in the spring, the dance
groupsneld a recital. In conjunction with
Constance St. Onge, head of Tree Day, mem-
bers of the dance groups composed and pre-
sented the dances in the Tree Day pageant.
Badminton
Head, Jane Hathen '41.
Members of sport: Emily Browning '40.
Marva Peterson '40, Mary -Eliza Turner '40,
Carol Wysor '40, Jane Hathen '41, Edith
Fisher '41, Carolyn Nelson '42, Billie Maxey
'42.
This year the sport of hadminton was or-
ganized by establishing badminton ladders
in houses, or groups of houses. The ladders
consisted of the following groups: Tower
Coin't; Munger, Norumbega. and Com-
nmters; Village; Stone-Davis. Homestead.
Dower, and Severance; and the Quadrangle.
Mixed double games were played. The
season ended with interdormitory compe-
tition in which the girls near the toj) of the
various ladders represented their dormitory
in the final matches.
Indoor Sports
Head. Betty Bamford '41.
There was an unusual interest shown this
year in gymnastics in coinparison with other
fl (Itch the hinlie!
Going up.'
years. Ten or twelve voluntary advanced
gymnasts came out regularly rather than
one or two as in former years.
The indoor demonstration in March ter-
minated the season. Beginning with the
"grand march" including all the participants,
the exhibition continued with separate
features given by the gymnastics, modern
dance, tap dancing, fencing, folk dancing,
and badminton classes. The names of those
outstanding in the sports were announced,
11 's were awarded, and the new heads of
uinler sports were named by the president
of the Athletic Association.
Squash
Head, Rebecca Jackson "40.
Because squash is such a new and un-
familiar sport at Wellesley. it is still being
conducted on a \()lunlar\ basis. The follow-
ing girls are conducting the classes: Carol
Wysor '40, Rebecca Jackson '40, Katherine
Snow '41, Grace Person "40, Marva Peterson
'40. A very enthusiastic group is going
out for squash, and as more girls become
interested, there is a possibility that two more
courts might be finished and that squash
might become a formally organized sport.
Members of the Women's National Squash
Racquets Association gave an exhibition and
lecture and played with some of the girls in
December. The National players also gave
a demonstration at the opening of the new
Recreation Building.
A well known professional player from








Head, Martha Bieler '41.
Swimming was organized as a sport this
fall for the first time since the new swimming
pool was completed last spring, and the best
swimmers organized as a club. A party for
the freshmen started off the year. Life-saving
and diving classes were held, and evening
splash parties were given for various houses.
Another swimming feature was a cross
country race between the houses. Swimmers
kept track of the lengths they swam to see
which house would first total lengths equal
to the distance across the country.
For the demonstration held Fall Field Day
members of the swimming and diving classes
gave a well executed water ballet with
formations to music. The life-saving classes




Head, Margaret Gififord '41.
1939 Varsity: Helen Shane '40. Joy
Tweedie '40. Virginia Allen '42. Margaret
Carey'42. Mary Fenton '42. Susan Haskeir42.
Mary Fenton won a putting, approaching,
and driving contest as the opening event of
the year. The highhght of the season was a
match with the M. I. T. golf team. On the
resignation of Mary Fenton '42, Margaret
Gifford "41 became the new head of golf.
Tennis experts
Lacrosse











Fall Head, Carolyn Elley '40.
Spring Head, Katharine Snow '41.
Increased interest in tennis led to a large
enrollment in the singles and doubles tour-
naments this year. The singles competition
was won by Martha Elliott '43 and the
doubles by Marva Peterson '40 and Carolyn
Elley '40. Each player winning a match
scored a point for her house. The six highest
houses were Eliot, Shafer, Cazenove, Tower,
Beebe. and Munger.
The honorary varsity consists of: Suzanne
Van Dyke '41, Anne Cohen '41, Carolvn
Elley '40, Mary-EHza Turner '40, Miriam
Marcus '42, Ehzabeth Ralph '42, Anne
Lincoln '41, Myra Anne Graf '40.
A W was awarded to Carolyn Elley '40.
Catch, two, three—The 1940 Crew
Crew
Head, Emily Browning '40.
1940: Margaret Gilkey (Bow). Joan
Spring (2), Joy Tweedie (3), Grace Person
(4), Dorothy Hanson (5), Barbara Hutton
(6), Marjorie Jones (7), Emily Browning
(Stroke), Marion Saunders (Cox).
1941: Mildred Boyden (Bow), Norma
Gould (2), Mary McKelleget (3). Nancy
Stevenson (4), Jane Gold (5), Willye White
(6), Katherine Reppert (7), Fiora Mariotti
(Stroke), Phyllis Devlin (Cox).












Head. Anne Cohen '41.
The "browbeaten faculty " looked with
consternation upon the Wonder Student
team of 1939 which snapped the faculty's
winning streak which has been going on
since '36, and gave them a real trouncing
with the phenomenal score of 16-14. Amazed
at our own prowess, we still wonder what
kind of magic Miss McAfee breathed on
that first pitched ball, although Miss
McAfee openly asserted her equal attach-




Marva Peterson. Carol Wvsor, and Carolyn
El.LEY IN THEIK W EI.IESIKV BlaZEKS
Blazers
Carolyn Elley '40, Marva Peterson '40,
Carol Wysor '40.
Upon Carol Wysor was bestowed this fall
the honor of wearing a Wellesley blazer.
Carolyn Elley and Marva Peterson had pre-
viously won their blazers their junior year.
In winning blazers, these three have carried
out the requirements of the Athletic Associa-
tion that state that this honor is bestowed
only upon those who have sportsmanlike
"^ conduct in all college activities, contribute
lo the Athletic Association besides playing
on teams, and are outstandinglv proficient
and versatile in athletics.
Outing Club
ChdiniKin, Ann Winship "40; Secretary-
Treusurer, Beth K. Ralph '42; Head of Canoe-
ing. Margaret Chittenden '40; Head of
Hiking, Caroline L. Cross '41; Head of W in-
ter Sporls. Rebecca P. Jackson "40; Head of
Riding. Mary Elizabeth Paul '42; Head of
Cabin. Barbara J. Snedeker '40; Head of
Skiing. Peggy J. Walbridge '41; Head of
Trips, Cynthia A. Steitz "40; Chairman,
Publicily. Louise Chubl) '42; Council Mem-
bers, Mary Ellen Crawford '40, Marion
Fritz '40, Jeannette Lowe '40, Antoinette
Meyer "40; Faculty Adviser. Miss Harriet L.
Clarke: Faculty Adviser of Canoeing, Miss
Katharine F. Wells.
Outing Club activities this year included
bicycle hikes, trips to the cabin, Thanks-
giving dinner at the cabin, the climbing of
Mt. Monadnock. joint trips with the M. I. T.
and Dartmouth Outing Clubs, skiing week-
ends, and a trip to the shore. The Winter
Carnival in January provided fun for all win-
ter sports lovers with a skating exhibition.
The (Siting Cub Members
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The new Recreation Building, housing the George Howe Davenport Stvimming Pool
The Recreation Building
Never will we forget the first time we
entered the new Recreation Building or had
our first swim in the long-awaited pool. We
admired the blue bathing suits that were so
carefully matched to the blue tile trim of the
pool, and we splashed merrily in waters puri-
fied by the latest methods.
Somewhat tentatively, we tried our hand
at squash and found we liked it. The walls
of the courts had been painted a bluish tint
to eliminate eyestrain. We were amazed at
the attention to detail throughout the whole
building.
Battleboard tennis was also a new sport
to us. and badminton seemed somehow dif-
ferent played on gleaming dark floors. We
liked coming up from a dip to revel in the
delightful luxury of the lounge, or to fix a
snack in the exciting modernity of the
kitchen.
The new "Rec" Building has been well
worth our patience in watching the slow
growth of the swimming pool fund, for




dclt K^^ld^^ • • •
**To Alma Malor. W<'ll«»xl«»v"s daiighierN,
All iogelhor j«in and »«in;£.
Thro* all hor woalili of \v4»ofl and \vai«>rs.
Let your happy v«ii«*«'N ring.
In every ehan(£ing nioiMl i% e love her.
Love her lowers and w<»ods and lake.
Oh, changeful sky, hend bine above her!
Wake, ye birds, yonr ehorns wake!
We'll sing her praises now and ever.
Blessed fount of truili and love.
Our heart's devoli4»n. may \i never
Faithless or unworiliy prove.
We'll give our lives and hopes lo serve her.
Humblest, highest, noblest all;
A stainless name we will preserve her.
Answer to her every call."
Uerdunt Creditmen
Late that first night we stood, toothbrush mores, skinning our noses and knees in the
in one hand, soap in the other, looking from parking lot at the slirill sound of air-raid
our curtainless windows onto Abbot Street warnings.
and Weston Road, the roof of Severance and But the ensuing election of officers filled
the bicycle rack in back of Eliot. Something us with new courage and pride. How loudly
impressive sounding which we had heard we sang for President. Nancy Edmondson:
flashed through our minds
—
1>xii»it ^'lTA
Nova. This was it—Freshman Week. |»re-
lude to Welleslev. and we must be brave
(we uere prettv tired at that point). As
it turned out, motherly Vil Juniors and
patient Ask-Me"s contributed to a Fresh-
man Week which was fun beyond all ex-
pectations. After the climax, our Saturdav
Night Vaudeville, the loftiest sophomore
couldn't put us in our place. From the very
first we had loved Wellesley's "towers and
woods and lake", her C. A. officers, and
most of all. each other; for who could not
be friendly when the sun shone every day
for seven days, and the sky at night was a |
Wellesley blue?
When the rains came, we found ourselves
sloshing to classes, studying for quizzes. Senate Member. Eadie Bell: and Member of
getting the "libe" habit, and referring to Court, Sally Moore. Our other officers were:
the Gray Book after it was too late. Source Vice President, Nancy Dobson: Treasurer.
theme topics. Hazing Day, and Fall Infor- Louise Belcher; Recording Secretary, Helen
mals provided subject matter for dinner Webster; Corresponding Secretary, Gene
conversation. At last the dav came when Sprague: Executive Committee, Barbara Hor-




President of the Class of 1943
jFactofums, Muriel Mattson and Mary EKvell. is interiniiiglod willi lliat of Mifl-years. We
Our Song Leader was Mildred Kramer. began our second semester of college work
Genuine class spirit filled the hearts of "43. resolving to profit by all the foolish mistakes
We yearned for a Marching Song, but were we had made in the fall. We liked the feeling
content to sing W here. Oh (T here with more of making a fresh start. Religious Forum
feeling than ever before. was an enriching experience. We were aw are.
Finally the time came when we all rushed then, as in dailv chapel, and during the
to the station, glowing in the memory of Service Fund drive, that Wellesley College
Christmas Vespers and our ever faithful Vil was part of a larger world-wide fellowship.
Juniors serenading us as if they really en- The Freshman Dance in Alumnae Ilall was
joyed getting up al four oclock in the our first opportunity to see all our classmates
morning. With hats askew we climbed gathered together outside of class meeting,
aboard and waved good-bve through a Every day we learned new names and faces,
frosty window. hoping to know everyone by sight when
The memory of skating at Winter Carnival senior year arrived. Time flew fast. Honors
Elms on a winter night
Afofi/r casements
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The Astronomy Building at sunset
Stars and silhouettes
Day and SpringVaca lion had come almost be-
fore we liad begun to wish for them. It was
just about then that the weather began to
get warmer. We discovered the first crocuses
and daffodils outside Norumbega and the
Quad houses. When the grass turned green,
we heeded the warning of the Grounds Com-
mittee by keeping to the paths.
Float Night and Tree Day have set off
our freshman year with traditional beauty.
Now we find ourselves looking ahead, con-
fident as ever, cheering an organized cheer.
The time has come for us to move gracefully
though reluctantly out of the bit of spot-
light we count as our own, the rosy glow of
our freshman year.
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From the stairway in Founders Hall
Storied ivindows
Qa^ Ijcouna ^opkomored
With firm assurance we stepped from the was our Treasurer; Theodora North. Cor-
train. We were sophomores this ^ear. responding Secrelarv; Barbara Bishop. Re-
Nothing couhl dismay us—no. not even the cording Secretary. For Executive Committee
lightning-quick disappearance of oiu- higgage we had A. A. Moore, Sidney Barr. and Betty
in the next la\i. Vi e were aware of having
grown up when we went baciv to visit our
freshman houses. We met and chatted with
our little sisters in new-found tones of wis-
dom and authority.
But although we would never admit il.
even to ourselves, we did feel lost at first in
the lahyriiithal iialls of our- upperclass
dormitories. We never seemed able to find
our friends behind those strange doors. But
we liked our new houses. We were cheered
to discover that they subscribed to I ogue
and The New Yorker instead of Hvgeia. We
enjoyed meeting and making friends among
the upperclassmen. We liked living on
campus where we could take part in uu)re
activities. We found ourselves going to lec-
tures, to Forum dinners, to Poet's Readings,
forming groups to discuss the foreign situa-
tion, joining Barn, and going up to the
Recreation Building for our cross-country
swim.
Jane Pose. Dorothy Walsh and Clarinda
Mary Hall
Presiilrni of ihr CTos.s of 1942
Turner were Factotums. Our Song Leader wa.s
Early in the year we chose our class again Nancy McLaughlin,
officers. This year we were very excited With sophomore enthusiasm and glee we
about elections, for we knew the members of entered upon Hazing Day. All fall we had
our class so much better. Anxiously we regarded with wonder and amazement the
waited on the chapel steps for the announce- high-socked, plaid-skirted freshmen. Now it
ment. Mary Hall was our President; Nancy was our turn to take a cue from Mademoi-
Wiltbank, our f/ce Presif/en/. Elizabeth Held selle—we made these modish beings pin up
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their hair. Also in keeping with modern
trends were our inslriulions roncerning "Air
Raids". We made them carry apples as
presents to appease the professors whose 101
classes we turned into confusion.
Until Thanksgiving all went well. Un-
limited overnights had solved our week-end
worries. We were no longer lost in the intri-
cacies of Boston geography. But Thanks-
giving brought us face to face with a great
dilemma. We didn't know which day to cele-
brate. We finally decided that there was
notliing to do but to eat turkey twice. Yes,
college had improved our reasoning ability.
Unlike Thanksgiving,
Christmas comes l»ut once a
year. But we don't believe
we could ever again live
through those frantic days
preceding Christmas. In one
brief week we managed
somehow to write papers,
take our quizzes, attend
several Yuletide parties, do
all our Christmas shopping
and address all our Christ-
mas cards. Small wonder we
were tired on the final morn-
ing, when at an early hour,
we stumbled through the
corridors singing carols to
the seniors.
We returned from the vacation as new
women—we hoped. Our exam schedules,
with Bible the very first day, were somewhat
dispiriting. But we reviewed resolutely,
trying to remember the essentials about
Moses. David, Amos, and Isaiah while the
jiuiior across the hall played Scalterbniin on
her victrola. Occasionally llic sound of
skating on the lake would lin-c us outdoors
for an hour of exercise after which we
warmed ourselves with hot chocolate at the
Well.
After the long week-end we returned from




to start preparing for Sophomore Tea Danee.
It was a grand success. Yes. although we
hadn't thought it possible, it even surpassed
our Freshman Ball.
Spring came, and with it those days tliat
mean so nnich at Wellesley—May Day,
Float Night, and Tree Day. Last year we had
witnessed them with a sense of curiosity and
wonder. This year we took pari, undcr-
background of the night. And there was a
glorious new excitement in Tree Day. We
were still class of '42, but we were now sopho-
mores. Wc were very proud to march with
our purple banner. As we watched the fan-
tastic story of Le Coq d'Or danced out upon
the green we related it to the magic we had
felt the night before. But the spell of the
weird fairy-tale was broken abruptly when
""*---.,
1942 CARRIES THE CLASS BANNER ON TrEE DaY
Our little sisters!
standing them and llieir meaning for us as we rushed to out-run the freshmen to their
traditions. tree.
We were still a little skeptical about hoop- In March when our Vil Juniors were
rolling. Wc wanted a Wellesley ivonian to elected, we had hardly realized the time had
win. and as wc held places on the hill for come so soon. The announcement was very
our big sisters we looked suspiciously about exciting. We thought the world of the girls
us for be-wigged Harvard competitors. we had chosen. We hoped next year's fresh-
Float Night meant more to us than ever men would think them grand, too. Now we
before. There was an almost magic quality were even more acutely aware of the passage
in the twilight by the lake, in the swift- of time. Just think, next year . . . and so
moving boats, in the gay floats against the soon . . .
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Beebe Hall as seen from Pomeroy arch
Through the cloisters
Joii,^ (/'uniorS
They called us the Jolly Juniors! It was a Lineherger. Anne Davison, Marion Edie,
l>]easant sounding name, and Junior year, R^th Buckley. Caryl Hadsell, Christine
IVoni all rumors, was the jolliest of years at Corey. Ruth Anderson. Fiora Mariotti. and
Wellesley. Bubbhng over with this merry Frances Delahanty—who did most of the
spirit and arming ourselves with Handljooks. steering. We were proud of our protegees,
Portrait Directories, and answers, we went especially after we had seen them in Fresh-
man Vaudeville and at first step singing.
'^""-' At Formal chapel we lost some of our gay
mood—we were at last sitting in the nave of
the chapel. The class of '40 sat in front of us,
subdued in caps and gowns. Next year was
our year.
But we had this year to worry aliout first.
There was Junior Show. We had had such
good ideas sophomore year. l)nt when fall
came with tlie outbreak of war, our ideas
sounded passe; so we gathered together to
write Phoney Island, a thrilling drama of
Wellesley on a South Sea Island. We will
never forget Jane Becton's Martha Raj'e-ish
version of an island queen, Peggy West-
heimer in her characterization of Garbo,
Stan in her witch doctor sequence, Marge
McCullough and Nancy Stearns as the
young lovers, and last but not least, the
little htda dancers. We will always remember
to the station to meet our little sisters. We bits of our song hits, especially Mermaids
all helped guide '43 about, showing them the Hai'e All the Fun.
ins and outs of Wellesley life, but it was After the success of Junior Show we really
really our Vil Juniors—Marion Chamber- felt like a vmited class. We organized to make
lain. Mary Tiebout, Nancy Strelinger, Jane our jtlans for the rest of the year. Mary Fitz-
Oold, iuJith Fisher, Eleanor Osgood, Anne pa trick was our President; Betsy Hunter,
Mary Fitzpatrick
President of llw Class of 1941
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Vice President; Judy Stowe, Corresponding
Secretary; Betty Bamford, Recording Secre-
tary: Nancy Strelinger, Frances Clausen,
and Nancy Stearns. Executive Committee;
Peggy Blumer and Marjorie McCullough.
Factotums; Ellen Luherger, Assistant Busi-
ness Manager of Legenda; Natalie Buchanan
and Jane Esser. Junior Literary Editors of
Legenda; Theodora Goldsmith, Song Leader.
For some time everyone was liusy with
her academic and extra-curricular work. In
the middle of fall, societies opened iheir
doors to us. For days we rushed around
drinking tea and visiting all the houses.
Then came Rose Day—we were in! What
a delight our memberships were! We met
new friends, went to Sunday night vespers,
dropped in for hot chocolate after skating.
We didn't know' how we had existed without
societies in our freshman and sophomore
years. And from what we have heard, the
seniors were glad to have us, for we are sup-
posed to he grade A cooks.
It was a wonderful year! We loved our
new grade three courses: they made us feel
that we were really doing some concentrated
studying. Everyone felt contented, as though
she were a part of Wellesley and Wellesley a
part of her. Friendships, one of the most im-
portant opportunities Wellesley offers, were
really appreciated this year. After supper
we gathered together in our rooms to listen
The lake from Tower Court
Brorzos Itlou' ^cnllv fnitii II ahiin
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Phonev Islniiil. where sliipu recked W ellesleyiles
meel Queenie, and learn ihal Mrniiiiiils Haw
All thf Fun
to Beethoven's Fifth and to discuss the
Phaedo—it was a wonderful Hfe.
Christmas vacation spoiled us somewhat,
and Wellesley didn't seem quite the same
afterwards, especially with exams looming
ahead. But after a week or so we got hack
into the swing. We had so much to keep us
husy hefore those "awful two weeks,"
—
things like Academic Council and Winter
Carnival. Academic Council was supposed
to he a senior show, but we had to have our
])art in it too. While the principal per-
formers were busy getting into their bor-
rowed faculty clothes, we paraded in front
of the curtain, imitating the dignified seniors.
Spring followed soon after our mid-term
exams, and with spring came Junior Prom
plans. We invited the handsomest men we
knew months in advance. And we had to be
particularly careful in our choice because it
was Leap Year. May eleventh came and
went too quickly, and we have only our mem-
ories now—wonderful memories of flowers,
beautiful dresses, tails. Bobbie Olsen and
Fitzie leading the Grand March, lieach
parties and picnics on the week-end at the
Cape.
Suddenly we realized that we weren't
going to be Jolly Juniors much longer. We
saw our classmates become Major Oflicers
and don caps and gowns. The most thrilling
experience of all was stepsinging, when we
marched down from the arch at Green Hall,
singing for the first time the Marching Song
of 1941. Gone were our junior days—ahead
of us was a greater year—Senior Year!
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The path down to Tupelo Point
The Tupelo Tradition
KJrcind yyid Seniors
In 1936 we received our letters of accept-
ance from Miss Wellington. The numerals
1940 sounded queer, describing a verv far-
distant time. From then on things which had
loomed dimly on the ])eriphery of our expe-
rience, things we had heard about "college
life" were to become as famiHar as precis
writing. Latin conjugations, and high school
basketball. A barrage of other letters soon
filled our mailboxes. Besides numerous ad-
vertisements there was a small red hand-
book, which told us altout extra-curricular
organizations in college. Its frontispiece was
a picture of Mildred Helen McAfee, Wel-
lesley's new president. We remembered
reading about her appointment in the New
York Times or the Kansas City Star. The
booklet also contained "valuable" coupons
which we could use at the hairdressers or the
Community Playhouse. Other letters came
from Belts Wunderle, Secretary of College
Government, and from our big sisters who
wrote, "I would Uke to take you to Fresh-
man Vaudeville on the first Saturday and to
Chapel on the second Sunday." Some of us
had letters from our room-mates saying, "I
have brown hair and eyes and am not a good
student." After hurried shopping for sweaters
and three-piece suits, w'e sent our trunks
ahead by Railway Express. We were almost
there
!
Laden down w-ith suitcases and odd boxes
we arrived in Wellesley one Tuesday morn-
ing and asked the way to Washington or
Noanctt. We drove around the campus
looking for Homestead or Norumbega. The
sun sparkled on the lake. Here and there we
saw groups of Ask-Me's looking casual and
at home in sweaters and skirts and saddle
shoes. Feeling rather lost, we tugged our
bags into the house, where we were surprised
to hear someone call us by name. It was our
Vil Junior, who had been studying pictures
in the portrait directory for weeks. She helped
us carry our bags upstairs, reminding us to
Vi asiiin(;t<)iv House
Sliilrlv iiillurs ffreet us
first fresliinan class. The week that followed
was one of the busiest in our college careers.
We went to meetings, took tests, inspected
the library, and went on our bicycles to
Hathaway to buy the English Comp pamph-
let. We visited girls in other houses, and sat
up lale at night in our first bull sessions.
At chapel on Saturday morning we saw
our first academic procession. The liright-
colored hoods, the yelvet bordered robes, and
the tall hats on the heads of the French iu-
'H, lirhoic niiirlt iron',1,1 M„i ,•1 llllil^. inhT
register and telling us about tea that after-
noon. Wellesley was such a friendly place!
Since Physical Examination seemed to be
the most pressing appointment on our
schedules, we asked one of the Ask-Me's how
to find Mary Hemingway Hall. After mas-
tering the intricacies of the angel-robe. «e
struck up acquaintance with other similarly-
clothed persons while waiting our turn to
see the doctor. When the ordeal was finished,
we breathed sighs of relief. Wellesley cer-
tainly did things thoroughly!
Next morning we assembled in Alumnae
Hall to be welcomed by Miss McAfee as her structors all looked strange and very im-
pressive. At Freshman Vaudeville we saw
another side of Wellesley as we enjoyed the
whimsical interpretations of college activ-
ities presented for our benefit. Sunday
morning after chapel we came home to find
cards with tiny sprays of wild flowers and
the words God is Love at our places at dinner.
We thought the Wellesley traditions we had




Inaiigiiralion of President Mildred Helen McAfee
"^
, . . f ramt' In U rllesli'v hpcause I bplicrrd in the Cdiitrihiition tii br niatir in tlir vrars (ihctitl by the intlependpnl,
privately suppttrti'd college of libenil ttrts ..."
Next morning, timidly clutching our
treasurer's receipts, we went to get our ad-
mission cards. Some of us were met by l)ig
sisters, who helped us to make out our
schedules from an enormous chart. We read
the Index Board and steeled ourselves for
our first class. History 101 D, Room 121 . . .
Immediately we were introduced to a variety
of texts and sources. For six weeks or more
we fumbled and floundered, but when the
time came to write our source themes we
began to feel at home in the library stacks.
We were beginning to l)e scholars.
One autumn afternoon we dressed in
white, and feeling very festive took our
places on Norumbega Hill for Miss McAfee's
inaugural procession. Over near the Art
Building we saw a little group of people
with bright colored hoods over their aca-
demic gowns. Among them were the speaker
for the occasion. Dr. Henry McCracken of
Vassar. Dr. Cleland Boyd McAfee, and
Mildred Helen McAfee. M.A., LL.D.,
L.H.D., seventh president of Wellesley
College. Some of us had been lucky enough
to draw tickets for the exercises in Alumnae;
others managed to stand in the back of the
auditorium. We heard Miss McAfee receive
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the symbolic keys of the college and speak
convincingly of the necessity for the liberal
arts college. We were conscious of having
been present on an historic occasion in the
annals of Wellesley.
One morning we saw on our class board a
notice from the sophomores announcing
Hazing Day. We asked the juniors and
seniors about it. Was it better to learn the
songs and avoid court or to defy the terror-
izing? When the fatal day arrived we wore
big green hair ribbons, and carried our books
in pillowcases. Some of us had to sing stand-
ingon theradiator near the Index Board. Haz- below the steps of the sophomore transept
ing Day, we agreed, wasn't so bad after all. to see our first class officers: Beth Bryson for
One Fridav morning after chapel we stood President; Peggy Van Wagenen, Vice Presi-
Sitiii jiir \fnir s!ii>iiniuore
OiR Freshman Officers
Reading left to right:
Back row: Peg Van Wagenen, Cherry Devereux. Becky Jackson, Midge Jones, Pliebe Gould
Front row: Myra Ann Graf, Beb Gregory, Beth Bryson, Eleanor Beane, Marge Hudson
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(leut; Ik'cky Jackson. Corrcsiwnding Sccrc-
tarv: Beb Gregory. Recording Secretary:
Midge Jones. Treasurer: June Howman.
Margie Hudson, and Evie Van Wie.
Execiilirc Cominitlee: (Jlierry Devereux and
Myra Ann (Jraf. Factnliinis. Wiien Peg
Samson led us in a song written especially
for the occasion, we sang with pride and
vigor. We hafi chosen the finest!
apples. Next morning we discovered that in
spite of Wellesley sentiments the nation had
gone Democratic.
We read for hours in the big reading room
of ihe lihe. went home to drink tea sitting
on the floor before a blazing fire, had our
instructors to dinner on Wednesdays, and
found time on Saturdays to explore Boston
in the afternoon and Tech fraternities in the
Dressing Dolls for the C. A Christinns Bazaar 5 uletide song upon lite frost v air
The college recognized the presidential evening. Before we were aware of it. Wel-
election that year with a mass torchlight lesley had begun its annual advance celebra-
rally. whose participants were largely l\e- tion of Christmas. We gathered together to
publican in sympathy. Wearing costumes to sew dolls' clothes, combining bits of dimity,
represent unemployment, the Townsend lace, and ribbon into dresses or making tiny
Plan, the defunct N.R.A.. elephants ami knitted suits. We relurned from Christmas
donkeys, we paraded lo Muuuiae Hall Vespers knowing we had never heard voices
where we lisiened lo reiurns over a loud so lovely. On the last day we awoke very
speaker, drank sweet cider and nuitiched on early at the faint soimd of carollers coming
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exams we went skating, strolled to tlic vil
for cokes, or played silly card games "be-
cause we needed relaxation." We ate crackers
and milk at 9:30 every night and were
soothed hy fifteen minutes of organ music
after chapel. With pens, ink hollies, lilolters.
and clocks we went to rooms in Founders or
Billings and wrote furiously for two hours
and a half. After it was over we went to
New York for gaiety, to New Ilamjishirc
for skiing, or just relaxed in Welleslcy.
February and March were long months,
down the corridor . . . the Vil Juniors were Once in a wliile we \\oke in the morning to
serenading us in the cold dawn. feel a slight tickle and soreness in the
That day we went to classes in our best esophagus. We went to Mrs. Brown or Miss
clothes, carrying an extra coat over one arm. Wiggin for cougli drops or to the infirmary
struggling to manage both a suitcase and a to have our throats painled. Some of us
hatbox. We sat excitedly through our last stayed there for a few days to drink a
Comp or Zoo class and rushed madly for the "Simpson cocktail" and make the acquaint-
taxis. The station was bedlam. Everyone ancc of Dr. Broyles, Hackic, and Mclga. We
tried to make sure her own bags were on the
Say "Ahr
train, much to the disgust of harassed con-
ductors who were trying to bring order out
of chaos. At last we were settled on the New
York Special or the Wolverine. We coidd
hardly wait to see our families and friends
at home. There was so much to tell!
Three weeks later we came back to dis-
cover a pile of examination schedules on a
hall table. "Three exams in the first two
days and then none until the second week!"
Upperclassmen told us that we would like
the exam period because we would not hi'
so pressed for time. We prepared by catch-
ing up on our work and by making huge
charts and outlines of our courses. During
Do not Irt ynlir uillh ffilr nj>!
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went to museums, concerts, and to the
Theatre Guild. Honors Day was impressive.
We wrote home that we had seen the
bearded Professor Kitlredge. Before long
we ourselves were at home for another
vacation, full of impressions of exams and of
what we helieved to be the idtimate. mature
have her for our class dean, we resolved to
become better acquainted.
On May Day we were up bright and early.
The race looked hopelessly confusing, but
exciting. We envied the sophomores, whose
seniors were giving them hoops, and felt
treniendouslv important as we walked into
The President's Bridge
Reflections in still waters
attitude towards academic matters. chapel between rows of seniors tapping their
We seemed to be in the midst of a veritable hoops. Spring at Wellesley was the wonder
tornado when we came back from spring it would ever be. We walked down the
vacation. At Tree Day rehearsals we reveled meadow path, through the botany gardens,
in the carefree feeling of dancing barefooted around the lake, marveling at the fresh
on the soft, damp grass. One afternoon we greenness everywhere and at the daffodils
went to Miss McAfee's house for tea to and iris which grew here and there as if by
meet Miss Helen Jones. Feeling proud to accident.
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One day our class rings arrived, brightly
new in llieir tiny jeweler's boxes. We were
more and more an entity. Then some of ns
were chosen h) the juniors to be Pro'n
Maids. Costumed in black dresses, while
aprons and head hands, we worked like
Trojans for our big sisters. The rest of us
stayed out until len-thirty to peer through
French windows at llie (Jrand March.
On Tuesdays and Fridays in May we
went to stepsinging. standing inider the big
oak tree on the freshman side to sing Evolu,
the Marching Songs, and to listen for the
Mai ns-iN -WAITING
to make room for the alumnae. We said
It e hitve trorn our
rings for almost J (III r good-byc wistfully, glad that we had signed
vears now—svnihols
, . ^ . , • i
'
f II- I'P to come back early as Ask-Me s in the
of our menihcrslii/) i J
^
in the class of 1940. fa]], ft would seem strange to greet the class
of 1941.
echo after the Alma Mater. Stepsinging was
something we would always remember.
Float Night was an event which 1940 met
with blundering enthusiasm. During the
crew race one of the freshman oars broke; at
the finish we loudly produced our class
cheer, almost twenty-four hom-s before tra-
dition permitted. At Tree Day, Tay Ott
stood on a pedestal as the Happy Prince, her
blond hair and golden costume glistening in
the May sunshine. Finally Beth proudU
clahned our Class Tree, a small white birch
at the foot of Norumbega Hill. At Com-
mencement time we were packed off home
Weixesley 1-9-4-0, Rah!
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Vyut Prom the L^omp and J^inlene
The college seemed deserted when we man class. We wondered whether we had
arrived on Monday in Freshman Week. But looked as intelligent and attractive when
we immediately saw familiar faces when we we first came.
sat down for dinner in Tower Court. There Friday night we greeted our returning
were Miss McAfee, Dean Knapp. Miss Well- friends with excited embraces and shrieks of
ington. Dean Jones, the major officers with joy. Our rooms in Stone or Tower seemed a
vast improvement over the small, darker
ones in the frame houses. We noticed that
the crowd was somehow together in spite of
our trepidation after room-drawing last May.
For that we silently thanked Mrs. Ewing.
Sophomore year the work seemed harder.
The faculty no longer tolerated the weak-
nesses they had pretended not to notice
freshman year. Some of us had trouble in
speech class with our New Jersey or Texas
accents. We engaged in heated arguments
at the lunch table over perplexing problems
in Biblical criticism, correlated our Poli Sci
with events we read about in the New York
Times, and started to think seriously about
our majors.
Our sophomore officers were duly elected:
President, Marjorie Noppcl; J ice President,
a new aura of dignity, and the new Vil Myra Ann Graf; Treasurer, Betty Jane
Juniors, hastily reviewing their lessons in Wright; Recording Secretary, Carol Wysor;
the portrait directory. We met together to Corresponding Secretary, Peg Gilkey; Execu-
get our Ask-Me signs and final directions. tive Committee, Virginia Gricr, Margaret
Next morning at 8:30 we were on hand to Hudson, and Becky Jackson; Factotums,
greet the carK birds. They streamed steadily Cherry Devereux, and Marsie Graber.
into the fnformalion Bureau, looking young Piffle called a class meeting to discuss
hut very sure of themselves, well-groomed Sophomore Tea Dance. It would he our
in the inevitable new wardrobes of a fresh- first social gathering as a class.
Our Sophomohl ()>H( ik'.
Again we chose ut^fl\ iirnl mil
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As sophomores wc followed tradition by
serenading the seniors with Christmas carols
on the last day before vacation. Together
we marched down dark halls and slipped
into our big sisters' rooms to close windows,
turn on the radiators, and leave a cheerful
candy cane to wish them a Merry Christmas.
Winter Carnival was a great success, in
j)art because of the abundance of snow and
smooth ice. On Friday evening wc watched
the figure skaters and the barrel jumper and
skated happily to waltz music from a loud-
speaker. Next afternoon we gathered at the
foot of Observatory Hill to watch the
slalom races, marveling to see our own class-
mates executing stem turns and christies,
and laughing aloud at the clever presenta-
tion of Little Red Riding Should on skis.
At Faculty Informals we gave Mr.
Haroutunian a carrot corsage, laughed to see
our dignified instructors on the stage, and
shrieked with horror at the mystery drama.
At Sophomore Tea Dance wc danced to
the music of Ridty Newman and joined in
singing Thanks for the Memory and other
songs. Afterwards wc put away our dance pro-
grams, pressed flowers from our corsages, and
commenced looking forward to Junior Prom.
About this time it occurred to some of us
that a part of college life was slipping away,
that it was high time we entered into extra-
curricular activities. We tried out for the
News Business Board, for Revieic. for Barn
plays or stage coiiunittees—any organiza-
tion that would give us the slightest en-
couragement. We began to take more interest




The Path by the Lake
Winter wonderland
in all-college lectures, informal vespers, and
meetings of Alliance Frangaise or Deutscher
Verein. We took note of special exhibits in
the library, the Art Building, and on the
French corridor in Founders. Gradually we
were growing to appreciate more fully the
intellectual riches offered us by Wellesley.
When junior year began we would be full-
fledged members of the community, ready
to pass the spirit and tradition of Wellesley
to the incoming classes.
In March Wellesley made its first attempt
and the 1940 Village Juniors. They were:
Rebecca Jackson. Virginia Grier. Elizabeth
Gregory. Dorothy Southmayd. Marva Peter-
son, Martha Graber. Janet Davidson, Mar-
jorie Noppel, Margaret Gilkey, Eleanor
Beane, Beth Bryson, Marjorie Jones. Mar-
garet Hudson. Myra Ann Graf. Betty Jane
Wright. Jean Kelley, and Ebet Ramsey.
Some of us took cameras and stepped out in
front for a good view of the oflicers-elect.
The election of the Vil Juniors was more
than our lionoring seventeen of our most
I'Md \ 1 1 I \(;e JiM()R~
at presenting grand opera. Gluck"s Alceste. attractive and capable classmates; it was a
discovered and edited by Mr. Holmes, was significant milestone in our coming of age as
a most successful vehicle for the combined upperclassmen.
musical and dramatic talents of the Wei- Again the spring hummed with activity,
lesley community. The choruses and the We took active part in the Tree Day plans,
orchestra took delight in rehearsing the enjoyed our tennis, golf, or crew with mental
lovely old mvisic; the audience, entertained resolutions to continue taking sports when
by the vocal contribution of Mr. Haroutun- they were no longer required. We took our
ian. was pleased to discover in the whole books to spoonholders and studied happily
performance a rival for those of the famed in uncomfortable positions with the sun in
Metropolitan Opera Association. our eyes.
A few weeks before spring vacation we Another May Day was approaching, one
went at 4:40 to the court behind Green Hall in which we were to play a special part. We
to hear the announcements of major officers set our alarm clocks for six to rehearse our
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numerals and tlie pictures of a man. a gavel, 1941 Class Tree near Longfellow Pond. We
and a Phi Bete key, which we formed with lingered there, generously acknowledging the
colored cards to indicate to the seniors three 1941 cheer to be as good as our own, then
possible careers: marriage, politics, or scho- carried another Tree Day program home for
larship. We were thrilled when the seniors our scrap books,
shouted, "We want that song again!'" We Final exams somehow did not seem so
Tree Day
it clU'slcy College gathers
1)11 the green to see a spring
jidgetmt of miisie ami
(lunrinti.
( )i H Big Sisters
'\J e ifdtit ihtil s(tniiaiiainr
treasured the hoops they gave us after their grim as mid-years. Perhaps it was the wea-
mad rush down the hill. ther, perhaps we had hit our stride by June.
At Tree Day we saw the beautiful pageant One by one we threw each set of notes into
of Isis and Osiris, and were afterwards our storage boxes. Before long we were con-
wittily represented by Peg Sands as the gratulating our big sisters, who were about
Giver of the Spade. At the given signal we lo graduate, and leaving Wellesley for an-




We are the music-makers
K^ui from the ^\lnaS of ^Sfuei ...
We came liack carlv junior year, to re-
hearse for skits in Freshman Vaudeville, to
sit in [iroiiiinent places to answer questions,
and to glory in our wisdom, though we really
felt maternal toward our little sisters deep
down inside. Life for the freshmen started
out in an orderly fashion, hut at (]. A. lea.
when the wind started howling through the
chinks, and branches swept off the trees, it
went off schedule. Miss McAfee issued
orders for girls to stay in whichever dor-
mitory they happened to be at the time.
AVreckage aftek the hurricane
The hole in Green Hall roof
After a wild dinner hour filled with running
to the window to look at anotlier tree crash-
ing down, we realized that what we had
thought was merely an exceptional blow had
been a hurricane—an unheard of. utterly
unprejjared for eventuality in stable, staid
New England.
We heard abou t the girls who were caught
in the Art building and had to have food
brought them through the underground
tunnel connecting all tlie buildings on
campus. The college was fortunate in having
its own power system, so we continued to
have lights wiien houses throughout the
section had neither gas nor electricity. We
classified the Hurricane of "38 with the Bliz-
zard of '88— resolving to store up our ex-
periences as fit material for tales to our
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grandchildren of a long winter's evening.
We carried on bravely in the absence of
our delayed classmates, taking five or six
little sisters apiece to Freshman Vaudeville.
Part of the confusion of the times was
Hitler's move in Czechoslovakia, and the
indignation about the NTunich pact. We
turned out for a delayed Academic Pro-
cession, but we picked up life again quickly
after an interrupted start. We walked down
by the lake on brisk fall days, glad to feel
the tang in the air and to glory in the crisp
would be in the same society. We waited at
the sophomore transept afterwards, to hear
the announcement of our officers
—
President,
Mary Walling: Vice President, Betsey Staples;
Recording and Corresponding Secretaries,
Janie Strahan and Jean Rcarick; Treasurer,
Mary Phil Taylor; Execntire Committee,
Nancy Myers, Nat Maiden, Mary Turner;
Factotums, Marjorie Li and Hilde Seelbach;
Song Leader, Betty Darlington. We were
amused to see class corsages on one shoulder,
society roses on the other, of mau^ of them.
Our Junior Officers
brightness of the leaves in their final blaze We were happy to find we knew them all
—
of color. • we had sat next to them in classes, yelled
We looked forward to society teas, wJiere "Hi!"" in passing at the Index Board. We
we balanced a tea cup with one hand as we felt a warm glow when we realized we were
reached for diminutive, dainty sandwiches really getting to know our classmates; we
with the other, and tried to chatter as in- felt more and more part of a greater whole
telligently and wittily as we could to society that was Wellesley.
members who were wonderfully friendly. Then there were Junior Show tryouts,
We listed our choices, hardly daring to hope with Evie Van Wie urging us to walk on
it would matter. Then came Rose Day, with any part we felt inclined to take. The
with yellow, red, and white roses pinned to pitably few copies of the script were circu-
our coats by our society "Mothers."" We lated through the huddle in Billings; we
went to chapel eagerly, to see who else read parts, wondering whether to be bold
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and swaggering or timid and weak—for the
Harvard men in The Taming of the Few
were doubtful in masculinity. We waited
excitedly for the posting of the cast, and
were terrifically relieved to find tlial we had
made il. Rehearsals were a heautiful mad-
house until midnight for three nights in the
that ''extended roll call" we were having
the next day. Miraculously, we came
through! We had the time of our lives pre-
senting our version of a Harvard-Wellesley
crew race of 1990. where the Wellesley
Amazons were finally beaten by their Har-




Kllie Bancel wilh her aocor-
ilion. llie roller-ska ting chorus,
llie teams (tf Slrahaii and
Kearick, Wakeheld and Hull
middle of six-weeks quizzes, but it didn't broken record of victories. We were happy
seem to matter. We all marveled at Evie and about the success of Junior Show; we went
Ellie Bancel. and were amazed at what they around humming Tm Glad I Saved My
whipped into shape out of seeming chaos; Dreams and muttering about Supelo Point—
we thought Doc Hull and Bea Wakefield tlic Don't Feed the Swains for weeks, but the
perfect leads. We were excited about dashing lasting thrill we got was the feeling of be-
on to the stage to do our little bits, then longing as a class, of really knowing girls
rushing back to study in the Harn libc for we'd nodded to vaguely before.
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PoMEROY Hall
Sturdy architecture of the years of Caroline Hazard's presidency
Junior Show was the outstaiKling achieve- who were Vil Juniors and rose before dawn
ment of our fail at Wellesley. Thanksgiving to bring the sound of Christmas cheer to our
was a brief respite in uhicli lo make clothes httle sisters.
for our dolls before we were caught up in The days before midyears galloped apace,
the whirl of ( :iirisimas Bazaar, Christmas Winter Carnival was minus snow, hut there
Vespers, last-minute quizzes and papers. was exhibition skating on the lake, and
We dressed formally for Christmas dinners hordes of us turned out to watch it—so many
of us that the ice cracked ominously, and
we maneuvered toward shore, away from a
widening wetness over the ice. We came to
warm our cold hands around the huge open
bonfire; we sipped hot coffee and felt
pleasantly glowing.
Exams came and went—we didn't talk
about them so much any more. We were
more serious about our work junior year. We
felt an underlying connection between our
courses; we understood the reason for pre-
requisites. We reveled in the newly opened
fields of Music 206; we were proud to have
Nadia Boulanger a member of the faculty.
Some of us thought about the prospect of
taking honors senior year, and were excited
about the possibility of doing individual
research.
The never-failing, all-absorbing topic of
the day was Prom. Those of us who were
in the houses, and saw trim pages in velvet surer had asked our dates at Christmas time,
doublets and long hose bear flaming plum but some of us hated to flatter people into
pudding into the dining room. We heard the thinking that this all-important event was
sophomores singing to the seniors the last so important. We wondered about dresses,
morning before vacation, and turned over about places to spend the week-end; we
comfortably in our beds because we were in even worried, in February, about whom to
that |)lcasanl in-between stage where we exchange dances with in May. Mary-Eliza
didn't have to worry about candy canes and Purner was Prom Chairman, and she ar-
carols at that hour—except for those of us ranged an entirely new and unprecedented
Ptum piiflcliiig for (Jiristmas
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Miss McAfee
/av,s (/((' conirrstimi' of the Rcrrralion Ihiiliiin^
date for the great affair—so it wouldn't in-
terfere with Dartmouth's Green Key, Prince-
ton Houseparties, Yale boat races.
But before that happened, there was an-
ollier important event we'd liecn huikhng
up to since we had sold apples freshman year,
and our parents had sent in their contribu-
tions to the swimming pool fund. We had
watched the progress of the Recreation
Building since workmen broke ground in the
spring, and Miss McAfee had laid the cor-
nerstone during graduation weekend for the
class of 1938. We heard glowing accounts of
the beauty of cream tiling and a pale blue
ceiling iu the wing housing the long-awaited
swimming-pool. We tried out for Tidv of the
1 e«r.s. portraying the development of gym-
nastics, and were thrilled by W. B. Yeats's
strange phantasy. Fighting the W ai'es. We
held an exhibition for our little sisters,
swimming with umbrellas and with rubber
tires around our waists. We showed everyone
who visited us over the Iniilding. proud of
our brand new playground, and excited
about the underwater window, where we
saw a bright new blue-green world.
The lounge of the RECREAXionj Bciidiing
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'The Most Historic May Day Ever Sep/i.'"
We crowded together in the court behind
Green Hall to hear our major officers an-
nounced, and wondered to think how young
they seemed to be taking over the responsi-
bililies of their positions. We knew, though,
thai cdch one woidd succeed
—
President of
Marsie Graber; President of C. A.. Beb
Gregory; President of A. A., Marva Peterson;
Head of Barnsivalloivs, Evie Van Wie;
President of Forum, Shcrley Heidenberg; and
lulilor-in-Chief of Neivs. Helene Kazanjian.
That same inonth we heard the names of
<jur Durant and Wellesley scholars read out,
and were proud that our classmates were so
versatile.
Easter vacation, and then May Day rolled
around, with the memorable hoop-rolling
that was won by a Ilarvartl man. "Peggy"
Read, in an auburn wig and senior cap and
gown, rolled his way- to victory and a bridal
bouquet before the awful whisper went
around, "It's a man!"—and the editor of the
Harvard Lampoon had an unexpected plunge
in the icy waters of Lake Waban. Vindicated,
we saw Peg Cahill receive the forfeited prize,
and went on about the business of the day,
proud of the continuation of Wellesley
traditions.
May Day was eventful for the juniors, too.
In the cool of the evening we marched down
the hill singing our newly acquired Marching
Song, written by Miggie de Almeida and
Babs Oliver.
"Wellesley, march onward, and raise high
your blue!
The colors of 1940 share the honor, too.
As over the canipus together they fly.
The banners red and blue combine as '40
marches by!
College Government, Belli Bryson; Chief Sing to the others who sang here before.
Justice of Superior Cotirt. Piffle Noppel; And sing to each class that sings when we
Chftirmon of House President's Council, are here no more.
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Kciiiaiiiiiig llie meadow.
I he lake, and the towers.
Keinainiiig in llie eliang-
ing scene a place forever ours!
Forward. O "40. it"s your song today!
We'll sing it together and wjien we are far
away.
VUc red must pass onward, yield ])lace to
the new.
iJut ever over changing colors flies the Wei-
lesley blue!"
We gathered for stepsinging, waiting for
the event we knew was coming— the an-
nouncement of our own senior officers. We
watched while a Ford of ancient vintage and
a garbage truck passed by, leading up to the
grand climax of the "clean-up," with Margie
Hudson. Rhea Ornstein, Peg Sands. Marilyn
Evans, and Mary Ellen Crawford emerging
laughing and excited from a shiny red
Lewandos cleaning truck. Miss Wilson,
newlv announced Dean of Students, was our
honorary member on campus; we were proud
of all our choices. We had to stop and think
I'm Clad I Saved My Dreams . . .far JiMOR Prom
OiR Senior Officers
Reading left to right:
Bach row: Peg Sand?, Song
Leader: Marilyn Evans,
Editor of Legenda
Front row: Rhea Ornstein,




Float into II onderlund
a moment, though—we were getting so near gay. We drove to Provincetown at dawn, or
to the final year at Wellesley. essayed a short-Hved dip in tlie icy waters
Then—O glorious day!—came Prom, with at the Cape, revelling in the blue of the sky
all its promise of dreams come true. Mai on Sunday after a dull day preceding. All
Hallett and his orchestra played for the great too short—then back to Wellesley. to be
occasion—we marched in long lines to the sorry it was all over. Still, there was always
stirringmusicof the Marching Song. We had Senior Prom,
difficulty meeting people we were scheduled
to trade dances with, but we didn't mind.
There was a pervading rosy glow in the
air. We drank milk and ate sandwiches at
midnight, and experienced the thrill of
atteiifiing a Wellesley dance until two
o'clock. We stayed up later, munching on
crackers, to discuss every minute detail,
treasuring it. We woke up bright and early ^
to attend 8:40 classes with our escorts, show-
ing them a part of our life at Wellesley. We
startcf! off gaily to the Cape or the North
Shore
—
gangs of us crowding into cottages
to spend weekends that were nonsensically
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r<?a
sideration to the matter of our commeiice-
5^ ment speaker, but it was still iti tlie dislaiiee.
\\ ( didn't iuive to thinly tiiat Float
Might, with the familiar pageantry of Alice
in W oudcrland. and Tree Day, with the
ballet and music of Stravinsky's Petrouchka,
were our last. We could think that ours was
the third and not the last boat on the lake
in the W. that we coidd dance ou the green
and look with awe upon the sight of Vir-
ginia Tuttle. statuesque in white, with her
long auburn hair floating loose, without
feeling that we had to hold on to every
precious moment that was left of our hours
Last stepsinging was significant for us at Wellesley.
Tree Day and Float Night
We coidd stand in the sidelines watching
our friends in the class of 1939 file by in the
Commencement Procession to Aliannae,
knowing with a comfortable security that
our future was taken care of for a while. We
junior year. We had been impressed when
we were freshmen: we had even wept. We
had a little more self-control now. but we
tried hard to swallow lumps that rose per-
sistently in our throats, and we are afraid
that more than a few handkerchiefs were had yet a year of grace,
moist. We watched the class of "39 file away,
and saw the awfid emptiness of the steps
they left, until we surged down to take their
places, and thereby came of age. We felt
very solemn and serious, and responsible.
We were to be seniors soon.
We could look forward still. We were
excited when Miss McAfee announced the
plan for cutting off an end of the ballroom
in Alum for a soda fountain. When we
watched the seniors bask in the sun and go
off to play tennis during the week before the
General, we decided it wouldn't be so bad
after all. We went in to be measured for our
senior caps and gowns, and gave light con-
Piimp and Circumstance
tne ^J^obbs and er>DeScarte6
had ahNavs wanted to accomplish, yet had
never seemed to have the time for. We went
to the Sunday Vespers for the class of '43,
Curliiin (till
We came back early for the last time
senior year. We went to hear Beth Bryson
make her introductory speech for the fresh-
men, and thought somewhat wistfully that
we would like to he starting all over again.
We plunged into the business of putting on
clever skits for sophisticated freshmen. We
looked with eyes that were keenly aware at
the old, familiar places, and felt a swift
nostalgia creep up. Wc resolved to live this to hear Miss Thompson speak. Her words
year to the fullest, to do all the things we "Four years is a very short time," cut deep.
More Senior Officers
Reading left to right: Mary Walling, Jean Kelley, Puck Clay. Ebel Ramsey. Phoebe Slorrs, Mary Phil Taylor,
Marjorie Li, Mary-Eliza Turner
Margaret Hudson




The ^ ellesley College Librray
Halls of learning
iijii Gales L. Stom: Tijuek
Upward to the sky
to us in the event of America's participation.
Yet we were caught in the swing of college
life—we laughed at the absurd length of our
gowns and grumbled about the choking
stiffness of our high net collars, and marveled
at the dignity we acquired by merely placing
mortar-boards on our heads. We were proud
of our little sisters as Dean Wilson read the
list of freshman honors. But the announce-
ment of Phi Beta Kappas was particularly
impressive because the names were those of
our classmates. We liked this new feeling of
being the topmost class. We resolved to
wear our caps and gowns to morning chapel
on Thursdays, when our friends led the
service.
Those were troublous days for the world. At our first class meeting we elected
We listened to the radio, read the papers, Dorothy Thompson our honorary member,
became more absorbingly interested in and were happy to have her acceptance of




after much discussion, to wear blouses for McAfee's for formal dinner before one of her
our senior pictures. We set our hair carefully Tuesday evening "At Homes." We thought
the night before sittings, and dashed to be Phoney Islund was pretty professional,
sure to be on time. We were a bit doubtful but we still nurtured a fond memory of the
at first about the plain, severe blouses, but days when we were juniors putting on a
were happier when we received our proofs. show. We tried out for Academic Council,
We annoimced tlie rest of our senior officers determined not to let that ojjportunity go
on the chapel steps early in October—for by. We worked harder than we ever had
Treasurer. Mary Walling; Corresponding before, finding our intellectual interests more
SecieUny. Puck Clay: Recording Secretary. stimulating. We were reaching our stride.
We attended our last Christmas Vespers,
thinking how much these services had always
meant to us. We were startled to receive
candy canes the last morning before Christ-
mas recess. We didn't mind, too much,
getting back from vacation to our friends.
New Year's Eve had been a portentous
occasion, ushering in the year we had re-
garded as so far ahead in the dim future-
It was upon us now.
Our last winter carnival came and went.
Midyears flew. Came March 1, and Senior
Jeeinls.e\ley; Executive Committee. hA)et TisLvn- Prom, and some of us were mindful of the
sey, Phoebe Storrs, and Mary Phil Taylor: tradition of asking the man we wanted to
Factotums, Marjorie Li and Mary-Eliza marry. Our last spring vacation, and back
Turner. We cheered happily as they stood soon to have our little sisters hem up our
there smiling in their senior gowns, wearing gowns before May Day. We hoped our sur-
corsages of red roses. Our last officers—we reptitious practice down the hills would be
were proud of them! of some avail when day dawned to find us
We could hardly wait for the opening day gathered on the hill by Tower Court,
of the soda fountain, when the Well would laughing and chattering, inwardly excited,
serve its first sundae. We consumed hot dogs We raced down, streamers flying from our
and ice cream cones by the score, and played mortar-boards, and were thrilled to see the
the nickelodeon ceaselessly, absorbing that winner, having to pose with her huge bou-
"coUegiate"' atmosphere. quel for newspaper photographers. We were
We were excited about going to Miss approaching the end of the road.
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Forget-me-not





Maky -Eliza Turner Hilde Seelbach Mary Walling Margaret Hudson
IjAke Waban at sunset
Oer the mirror lake
We gazed enviously through the long
French windows at Junior Prom, and turned
away, realizing that the days were fast
fleeting. We breathed in the heartbreaking
beauty of spring at Wellesley and were
happy to be here, anti yet sad to think of
four years gone by so swiftly.
Last stepsinging was pretty final, with
Peg Sands leading us in the songs we had
sung throughout our four years at college.
We filed out two by two, singing "Slowly
now we go our way", to receive forget-me-
nots from our little sisters. We had one more
part in the college scene, though. Our Tay
Ott was Tree Day mistress, with Margie
Hudson, Mary Walling. Mary-Eliza Turner,
and Hilda Seelbach for aides. They came
down the hill to the majesty of Pomp and
Circumstance, and we thrilled to see the
beauty of the sunlight on the green, trying
not to think about anything but tiie beloved
familiarity of the moment.
Out from our
We had one more thing ahead—a week to
correlate four years work in our major before
the General. The under-classmen sang to
us at breakfast the morning of May 31. and
we went off to find that the bugaboo which
had been bothering us wasn't so much of a
thing after all. We were so relieved after-
wards that exams seemed like six-weeks
(juizzes—and then we stayed close to Wel-
lesley in the interval before graduation. We
wanted to feel and remember this place
forever. We took our positions in the long
line for Commencement Procession, a little
warm in our heavy senior gowns, a little
uncomfortable in our stiff collars, but proud
to be wearing them. We heard the Com-
mencement address, and filed past for our
diplomas, and realized it wasn't the end,
but the beginning—the start of a life that
was the richer and fuller for our experience





















































































































As Dean of the Class of 1940, Miss Jones has guided us wilh sympalhelie and laclfid consideration of our
problems, and inspired us in our pursuit of scholarship, helping us to grow wiser in the ways of Wellesley.
T.UCY WILSON
Miss U jlson, made Dean of Si ud en Is anil Honorary Member ot ihe Class ot 19 Id ilnrini; our jimii>r year, lias
come lo be a part of our life al Wellesley ihrough our experience in her <lasses in physics, her gracious
enterlaining al Oakwoods, and her friendly interest in all our affairs.
DOROTHY THOMPSON
We looked to a distinguished American woman for Honorary Member of the Class of 1940. We found her in
Dorothy Thompson, whose keen analyses of current affairs in the New York Herald Tribime have made her
a directing force in shaping public opinion.
MARY-ELIZA TURNER-PreHiest NANCY WAITE-Most Dignified EBET RAMSEY-Best Wife and Mother
RHEA ORNSTEIN -Best Dancer BETH BRYSON— '^°5tPop"la^ Best Executive, Most
Typical of Wellesley ZOLA HALLIBURTON -Most Individual
TAY OTT—MostSoDhisticated
UJ,«T.t.
CAROL WYSOR -Most Versatile MARILYN EVANS -Most Likely to SucceedLUCILE SHEPPARD / PEG GILKEY-Best Scholar
MARION FRITZ-JviostEoeraetic
.
PEGGY SANDS-wittiest ELLiE BANCEL-Mo [lOTinrmn
Judith Temple Alexander










































































Biiifihamton, N. \ .
Lii/itish Composition
Ann Poultney Bishop


























316 West 79th St.



























580 West End Ave.



































155 East 72n(l St.








































































950 Cedar Brook Rd.
Plainfield, N. J.
Spanish
Margaret C. C. Cleveland











































































































] East 92nd St.














































































































211 Central Park West










































































































139 East 66lh Si.
New York City. N. Y.
Sociology
Helen Geneva Hartz





























































































































































Harriet S. Ji ni)
















































































Glen Cove, N. Y.
English Literature
•> <\ » i
Lynn Lochridge
219 Greenway N.

















































































Winches I er, Mass.
Psychology
Martha J. Monson




















2705 34th Place, N. W.

























































123 S. Virgil Ave.
Los Angeles, California
Art
Carol F. R. Parfitt









































































High PoinI, N. Carohna
English Compositiim
Betty Jane Reeves







































67 South Munii Ave.
































229 South 17lh St.
La Crosse, ^ is.
German
Peggy Schorer

































































































115 Central Park West


















































































353 West 56th St.





















































































































Esther M. W iLuwibi
18 Applelon Rd.
Clen Ridge, N. J.
PsYcholoj'Y
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DL CLii of 1940
ice6 the enciciaements ofannoiim
Lillian Ruth Blake to John Floyd Williams
Ruth Margaret Burchmore to Eugene Kirk Kelly
Margaret Howe Gilkey to Clark Leslie Richards Jr.
Betty Cadoo Hendrickson to Richard Tufts Fiske
Barbara Noble Hut ton to Arthur Turner Soule
Barbara Ellen Laurie to Robert Alfred Anderson
Frances Helen Man to Bernard Carver
June Mason to Frank William Sutton
Jane Monsur Miller to Erie Palmer Halliburton Jr.
Janet Elizabeth Minor to Frank Holden Wright
Dorothy Xantippe Pugh to The Reverend William
Buckingham Gentleman
Jean Stratton Richards to David Edwin Irving
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Grand Old Seniors 82
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^ 1940 Legenda wishes to express its appreciation to the ADVER-
TISERS who have made this book possible. We hope that the
Graduates and Undergraduates of Wellesley will remember this
when making their purchases, and will repay them by their patronage.
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of yoiir visit to New York
Stay at The Biltmore
Enjoy all that is best in lux-
urious comfort, high-quality
meals, and perfect service at
this most convenient and dis-
tinguished address.. the rates
reflect outstanding values.
Single Rooms, $5.00 up
Double Rooms, $7.00 up
With Twin Beds, $8.00 up
BILTMORE
David B. Mulligan, President




110 Norway Street, Boston
Delightful Dining







Daneing April to November
Wayland Route 20
SEILER'S Inc. WELLESLEY
llll l l ll llH II Ii I llllln i l lllHU
1 8oo)»lio/> \
NOTA BENE 40!
^ ou can turn your Stu-
dent Membership into a
LIFE Membership by
paying $3.00 more be-
fore November, 1940.
Then you can order your
books and stationery
from your own bookshop



















Bridge and Luncheon Sels
Cocktail and Tea Napkins






Tired? In a hurry?
Relax III III II.sit- in n
LE BEANC TAXI
WEL. 1600



























355 BoYLSTON St. Boston, jMass.
Com. 4764
When you si art a tiorne we can lielp
you make it allraclive
Margaret Jane Dawson





* NEW YORK'S FAVORITE SUPPER CLUB *
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19-21 Central St. Well. 0334
Real "Old Boston" Atmosphere!
DURGIN-PARK
A Grand Place to Eat your Fill!
Luncheons .50-.70 Dinners .65-1.05
Open 7 A.M. - 7:.30 p.m.
Closed Sundays and Holidays
30 North Market St. Boston
Below Faneiiil Hall
LLOYD'S EYEGLASSES
STANDARD OF PRECISION SINCK 1870
ANDREW J. LLOYD COMPANY
Stores at Boston, Cambridge. Salem




Xhis is a special invitation to
visit Gunther when you come to
New York.
We have been fur specialists since
1820.
We also want you to know our
new Budget Fur Shop \vhere you
may select fur fashions in the
less precious pelts (many fur
jackets are less than $100) with
the Gunther assurance of quality,
















We receive the latest styles fiiini \eiv \ ork iveeklv.
TALCOFF'S 63a Central St, Wellesley
GOWNS HOODS—CAPS
worn by
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STURTEVANT & HALEY BEEF & SUPPLY COMPANY
PURVEYORS OF
PRIME BEEF LAMB AND VEAL




140 Atlantic Ave. Boston, Mass.
Tel. Capitol 0366-0367-0368













Fuel Oil Lumber Grain
Range Oil Materials Hay
Gasoline Paint Fertilizer
F. DIEHL & SON, Inc.
Est. 1829
Doe, Sullivan& Co.,Inc.
Wholesalers and Retailers of
Butter. Cheese, Eggs, etc.
61 & 63 Faneuil Hall Market

















"OLDSMOBILE'S the style hit of the year!"
That's what everyone's saying — and it's
right! The bigger and better Olds Sixty
with new streamlined Body by Fisher is
definitely the Styleader of the low-price
field. The bigger and better Olds Seventy,
at popular price, and the big, luxurious
Oldsmobile Custom 8 Cruiser, in the
medium-price field, offer styling that no
other cars can duplicate. And all give you
new interior luxuries and refinements. So,
make it a point to see Oldsmobile . . .
you'll find it the Styleader, the performance
leader, and the value leader of the year!
mrORA-MilTIC DRIWE
OFFERED AT SLIGHT EXTRA COST ON
ALL OLDSMOBILE MODELS FOR 1940






H. L. Lawrence Co.
EstahlisheJ 1844
Poultry ami Provisions














of the Senior Class
Turf stripe dress (16.95) matching turban
(5.00), luscious pastel tweed jacket
(14.95)—from a complete mix or match
shop featuring smart sports clothes.
Chandler^s Anna W all Shop— Third Floor










Throughout the food trade in
the United States, S. S. Pierce's
of Boston is known as an unusual
kind of grocer, unique for their
combination of liighest standards
of quality, exceptionally large
variety, conqjiete customer serv-
ice and consistently moderate
prices.
S. S. PIERCE CO.
Bosto Six Stores
Photo by DELAR
'^he best lookino^ tecjs
in "^ellesley?
Since pulchritude abounds on the campus, that
may be debatable . .
. but there's no questioning
their smartness - in our popular fine quality
saddle oxfords priced at only $3.95. See them in
all brown or white with blue or brown saddle




meets the fashion demands of
I h e d i s c r im i n a ting ir i t h
day, evening and sports cos-
tumes, and their correct acces-



































is a diploma, too — a cortiii-
cate of flawless (|uality. ex-
quisite taste and i'oresiglited
economy.
The Trousseau House of Boston
41B BnYLSTDN STREET
WELLESLEY - HYANNIB * PALM BEACH
•To be reail ten
years from now^!"
Ben Jonson once said " 'tis no shame to
follow the beller precedeni". Every Wel-
lesley class ten years oul knows the pru-
dence of charling their career guided by the
wisdom of another's experience. Just as
every ^ ellesley freshman class ten days in
learns that Filene's campus knowledge is
based on insight and experience. For prec-
edent has made Filenes a ^ ellesley by-





one of California's Loveliesl
(lebutanles ivearing a
Joseph-Viiioent Coiffure














LAWRENCE J. DISCHINO, Reg. Ph.
PRESCRIPTIONS
FOUNTAIN LUNCHEONETTE
33 Central St. Wellesley, Mass.
Free Delivery Tel. 2333
193
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Once an editor's vision . . .
Now a staff's pride and jov . . ,
Ideas take to paper^ and the presses roll
off the finished annual ... a never-to-be-
forgotten achievement for editor, business
manager and colleagues.
This 1940 Legenda is a record-maker among college yearbooks—an out-
standing tribute to Editor Marilyn Evans and Business Manager Mary Ellen
Crawford, plus their staff of competent colleagues.
The track for modern yearbooks is fast. Yearbook editors have a task to per-
form, yet one competently guided when the B. J. H. organization acts as coach.
Baker, Jones, Hausauer, Inc. have, since 1898, serviced and produced over
one thousand yearbooks. Each annual is a stor)- in itself of this firm's com-
petent assistance, collaboration and service.
To those who "take over" the 1941 Legenda, the B. J. H. College Annual
organization provides the finest coach for your yearbook staff. Not just in
smarter format, typography, content and art; not alone in complete publishing
facilities right through binding and delivery—but in those equally vital matters
of budgets, budget control, subscription and advertising revenue—the B. J. H.
organization also gives you thorough professional advisement and assistance.
A Baker, .lones, Hausauer contract means a distinguished book, produced with
least effort, delivered on contract time, at exactly the price agreed upon.
BAKER, JONES, HAUSAUER, INC





rendezvous for the college girl ....
w
cleverly styled and sophisticated clothes
for your every need
1
Lyn oLeai/ina (^olieae
One last remembering, one minute more.
One glance around my room, then break the spell
And pack away my books. No use to dwell
On winged hours passing—other girls before
Have said good-bye and softly closed the door.
Have looked down from this window, seen the swell
And fading ou t of sunsets, loved as well
As I, the feel of misty nights, the muffled roar
Of trains through darkness.
Future days, I know
Will hold as much of beauty. Come! strip bare
The shelves and tables. What's an ended year
With all of life before me? Bravely go
Along the empty halls, nor turn to stare















I wish to acknowledge the willing cooperation and helpful advice which I have
received from the following people, through whose efforts Legenda has grown
and come to be:
Mary Ellen Crawford, Business Manager
Jane MacMaster, Senior Literary Editor
Emily Whipple and Mary Latiiner, Photographic Editors
Catherine Lawrence, author of the Freshman section
Jean Ericsson, author of the Sophomore section
Peter S. Gurwit of Jahn and Oilier Engraving Company
George L Heffernan of Baker, Jones, Hausauer. Inc.
Sophie Delar of Dclar Studio
William Adler of the Warren Kay Vantine Studio
Clemewell Lay, Director of Publicity
The Wellesley College News
The W ellesley Alumnae Association
and a capable staff.
MARILYN LEILANI EVANS
Editor-in-Chief, 1940 Legenda
I wish to express my sincere appreciation to the following people for the time and











and a capable and wilhng business staff.
MARY ELLEN CRAWFORD
Business Manager, 1940 Legenda
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